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Introduction
Writing Exemplars

The samples in this document are examples of student writing that illustrate acceptable standards for each attainment
level expected within the primary years (Levels 1c to 5c). The writing exemplars and the accompanying assessment
commentaries should help administrators, teachers, and students understand the expectations for student writing in
relation to the assessment focuses, traits of writing, and attainment levels. It is important to note that a variety of text
forms have been presented, but the samples are not all-encompassing; teachers are expected to use their professional
judgment when comparing the following samples with other forms of persuavsive and recount writing It is also expected
that each student will have his/her own unique profile, which may or may not align with the samples provided. The
complexity and creativity that exist within the writing process allow for a number of student attainment configurations,
which can result in the same sub-level designation. The samples in this document provide one attainment configuration
for each sub-level.

The Leveling Process

The exemplars provided should assist teachers in making sound and informed leveling decisions when moderating
student work. The exemplars should be used as reference points and guides in an effort to help teachers and
administrators promote fair, consistent, and objective assessment of student writing within and across year levels and
schools. Writing moderations should be completed every four to six weeks to ensure ongoing student improvement.

What is a Text-type Study?

A text-type writing study is a structured framework for teaching students how to write a particular type of text. The
writing sessions of text-type studies follow the gradual release of responsibility model. First, a “mentor” models one
of the text-types for students through a Write Aloud and/or Shared Writing. During modeled writing, shared writing or
interactive writing sessions, the class creates a collaborative piece of writing. Students then apply the knowledge they
have acquired in the teacher-led class writing and complete their own texts using the same text-type. As students write
independently, further support can be given through guided writing groups or individual teacher conferences.

Brief Description of Text-types

The types of writing for primary schools include: recount (personal narrative/retell), narrative, procedural, report,
explanatory, persuasive, and response. It is encouraged that once a school becomes familiar with the text-type
approach to writing instruction, each year group will follow the scope of performance tasks that has been outlined in
the Guidance on Effective Writing Instruction: KS1.
Ultimately, students need to understand the different text types, text forms, and genres and how they work in order to
make decisions about the kind of writing they are going to create. They should clearly identify their audience and their
purpose for writing. A student chooses the text type as a result of the purpose and selects the form to communicate
the message in the most effective way. At KS1 and KS2, it is also critically important that students understand the
differences between fictional and non-fictional texts, and recognize that there are various ways of writing them. Text
type studies have been introduced to support a deeper understanding of how purpose, text types, genres and text
forms interact.
The term text form refers to the format (or container) in which the message is sent. For example, letters, emails,
articles, storyboards, journals, signs, recipes, play scripts, stories, posters, brochures, comic strips, poems, free
verse, and essays are all examples of forms of writing.
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Recount (Personal Narrative/ Retell)

Recounts tell the reader what happened. Recounts are the most common text type we encounter as readers and
listeners because they are the basic form of many storytelling texts and conversations. The primary purposes of
recounts are to inform or entertain, but that will depend on the forms being used and the intended effect on the
reader/listener. As a non-fiction text-type, recounts are used to provide an account of events of a personal experience,
the lives of specific people, and/or a specific, factual occurrence. Recounts can also be fictional, e.g., a recount of a
day from the perspective of a pet. Recounts can be written in several forms.
Text Form
Recount
(Personal
Narrative/
Retell)

Purpose
•

•

To retell an
experience
or event in
sequence
Can be
personal,
factual, or
fictional

Organisation
•

Title: States the event

•

Beginning: Generally
answers who, what, when,
where, why (and
sometimes how)

•

Middle: Give sequential
details about the event

•

End: A personal comment
(for a personal
recount) or the outcome
(for a factual recount)

Language
Features
•

Specific
participants
– very little
character
development

•

Events linked
by time-order
words (e.g.,
first, then,
later, after,
before)

•

Simple past
tense (e.g.,
went, said)

Traits of Writing
•

(AF 2, 3, 4)
Organisation:
Chronological
order of events

•

(AF 1) Ideas:
Clear and precise;
details directly
related to the
event

•

(AF 1) Voice:
Writer’s personal
voice, matches
audience

•

(AF 7) Word
Choice: Strong
verbs, some
descriptive
language

•
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•

(AF 6, 8)
Conventions:
Appropriate for
the writer’s level

•

(AF 5) Sentence
Fluency: Varied,
logical flow

•

Presentation:
May be supported
with illustrations/
graphics

Text Features
Text may
include:
- Charts
- Photos
- Captions
- Labels
- Headings
- Index
- Table of
contents
- Glossary
- Illustration
*timelines
*maps
*diagrams
*photos

Forms / Genres
•

Journals, logs,
newspaper
eye witness
accounts,
diary entries,
memoir,
biography,
autobiography
Visual Texts:
Storyboard,
timeline

Procedural

The primary purpose of a procedural text is to explain to the reader how to do something through a series of precise
steps. Many procedural texts are accessible to even the youngest writers. Examples of procedural text may include:
rules for games, recipes, instructions for making something, and directions. Procedural texts may be visual (e.g. a
series of diagrams with an image for each step in the process), a combination of words and images, or words only.
Text Form
Procedural

Purpose
•

•

To retell an
experience
or event in
sequence
Can be
personal,
factual, or
fictional

Organisation
•

Title: States the event

•

Beginning: Generally
answers who, what,
when, where, why (and
sometimes how)

•

Middle: Give sequential
details about the event

•

End: A personal comment
(for a personal recount) or
the outcome (for a factual
recount)

Language
Features
•

Specific
participants
– very little
character
development

•

Events linked
by time-order
words (e.g.,
first, then,
later, after,
before)

•

Simple past
tense (e.g.,
went, said)

Traits of Writing
•

(AF 2, 3, 4)
Organisation:
Chronological
order of events

•

(AF 1) Ideas:
Clear and precise;
details directly
related to the
event

•

(AF 1) Voice:
Writer’s personal
voice, matches
audience

•

(AF 7) Word
Choice: Strong
verbs, some descriptive language

•

(AF 6, 8)
Conventions:
Appropriate for
the writer’s level

•

(AF 5) Sentence
Fluency: Varied,
logical flow

•

Presentation:
May be supported
with illustrations/
graphics

Text Features
Text may
include:
- Charts
- Photos
- Captions
- Labels
- Headings
- Index
- Table of
contents
- Glossary
- Illustration
*timelines
*maps
*diagrams
*photos

Forms / Genres
•

Journals, logs,
newspaper
eye witness
accounts,
diary entries,
memoir,
biography,
autobiography
Visual Texts:
Storyboard,
timeline
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Persuasive

The primary purpose of a persuasive text is to persuade the reader of a particular position/belief, or to take
action. Some persuasive texts may include more than one point of view. Many persuasive texts may aim to inspire
a certain behaviour or action in the reader such as: making healthy choices, getting more play time, passing a law,
or participating in an event. Even the youngest readers have experienced a variety of persuasive texts in the form of
advertisements or an appeal to their parents. Forms vary considerably according to context (e.g. ads, bumper stickers,
letters to the editor) and the audience must be taken into consideration when developing supporting details and when
selecting a text form. As students mature, positions may be supported by facts and/or statistics.
Text Form
Persuasive

Purpose
•

To convince
the reader
to take
certain
action and/
or accept
a particular
point of view

Organisation
•

Title: Poses a question or
states a position

•

Beginning: Gives a
statement of position

•

Middle: Gives writer’s
perspective and provides
support for the position
in order to influence the
reader

•

Ending: A summary or
repetition of position, may
include a call to action

Language
Features
•

Addressed
to specific
audience

•

Lining words
related to
cause and
effect and/
or order (e.g.,
also, first, for
one thing,
therefore,
because)

•

•
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Verbs related
to taking a
position (e.g.,
should, need,
must)
Persuasive
devices, facts,
opinions,
rhetorical
questions,
pleading and
exaggeration

Traits of Writing
•

(AF 2, 3, 4)
Organisation:
Position stated
clearly; logical;
ends with strong
statement

•

(AF 1) Ideas:
Opinion stated
clearly with
supporting details/
facts/evidence

•

(AF 1) Voice:
Strong voice of
writer; matches
audience

•

(AF 7) Word
Choice: Powerful
and passionate

•

(AF 5) Sentence
Fluency: Balance
of sentence
types; some short
sentences of
emphasis

•

(AF 6, 8)
Conventions:
Appropriate for
level of writer

•

Presentation:
May include
illustrations, fact
boxes, charts
that support the
writer’s position

Text Features
Text may
include:
- Title
- Illustrations
- Photographs
- Labels
- Captions
- Graphs,
- Charts,
- Tables
- Diagrams

Forms / Genres
•

Essays,
editorials,
speeches,
letters of
request
(e.g., letter to
the editor),
debates,
advertisements,
opinion pieces,
brochure
Visual Texts:
Venn diagram,
t-chart

Report

The primary purpose of a report is to inform the reader, which is done through description, providing information,
and/or summarizing an event. Reports tend to present information in an objective way. The descriptions contained in
reports can be general or specific and usually include details about a specific topic such as an iguana, a type of airplane, or the Caribbean Sea. Information is often well organised through the use of text features like headings
and subheadings.

Text Form
Report

Purpose
•

To present
related
pieces of
information
about a
topic

Organisation

Language
Features

•

Title: Tells the main
subject

•

Generalised
participants

•

Beginning: Introduces
the subject; provides an
overview

•

Impersonal
language

•

Middle: Provides facts
about the subject

•

Timeless
present tense

•

End: Provides a general
statement about the topic

•

Specific,
technical terms
related to the
subject

•

•

•

Use of
comparatives
(e.g., some,
most all, larger
than, etc.)
Transitional
words to
indicate
relationships
(e.g., also,
as well)
Subject
specific
vocabulary

Traits of Writing

Text Features

•

(AF 2, 3, 4)
Organisation:
Information is
sorted by
headings/topics

•

(AF 1) Ideas:
Clear focus,
details enhance
the main idea;
topic is covered
thoroughly

Text may include:
-Title
- Table of contents
- Glossary
- Headings and
sub-headings
- Illustrations
- Diagrams with
labels
- Index
- Captions
- Charts,
- Graphs
- Text boxes,
- Info boxes,
- Fact boxes

•

(AF 1) Voice:
Engages reader;
may have
personal style

•

(AF 7) Word
Choice: Precise
language,
technical terms

•

(AF 5) Sentence
Fluency: Varied,
logical flow

•

(AF 6, 8)
Conventions:
Appropriate for
level of writer

•

Presentation:
Supported by
illustrations,
captions, charts
and other text
features

Forms / Genres
•

Magazine
article,
brochure,
essay,
research
paper,
compare
and
contrast
Visual
Texts:
Concept
map, table,
poster
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Explanatory

The primary purposes of explanatory texts are to explain how and why things are the way they are, or how things
work. Explanatory pieces often also inform the reader. Explanatory texts generally go beyond simple ‘descriptions’
by including information about causes, motives, or reasons. Explanations are sometimes confused with other text
types such as procedures or reports. The key difference between these text types is that explanatory text has more
emphasis on the “how” and “why” rather than simply sequencing steps (procedural) or describing and giving
information about something (report). Explanatory texts sometimes rely on labeled illustrations to help explain
their content and may include a detailing of cause-and-effect relationships. Students will usually need to do some
research in order to compose an explanatory text, making this a great opportunity to introduce and practice research
skills. Explanatory writing often use causal words such as: because, therefore, as a result, since, so that, for this
reason, this leads to, consequently, nevertheless, and owing to.
Text Form
Explanatory
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Purpose
•

To tell how
things work
or how they
were made

Organisation

Language
Features

•

Title: Tells what will be
explained

•

Usually no
characters

•

Beginning: Introduces the
thing or occurrence

•

Linking words
related to
cause and
effect
relationships
(e.g., as a
result of,
therefore,
because)
Some passive
language (e.g.,
is created by...)

•

Middle: Explanation of
how, why, when and/or
where it works

•

End (Optional): An
interesting fact

•

•

Timeless
present tense
(e.g., The wind
blows over…)

•

Subject
specific
vocabulary
(e.g.,
condensation,
precipitation,
etc.)

Traits of Writing
•

(AF 2, 3, 4)
Organisation:
Logical order;
information is
sorted

•

(AF 1) Ideas:
Clear and precise;
provide definite
answers to how/
why

•

(AF 1) Voice:
Engages reader;
may have
personal style

•

(AF 7) Word
Choice: Precise
language;
technical terms

•

(AF 5) Sentence
Fluency: Varied,
logical flow

•

(AF 6, 8)
Conventions:
Appropriate for
the writer’s level

•

Presentation:
May be supported
by illustrations/
graphics, fact
boxes, charts,
graph, etc.

Text Features
Text may
include:
-Title
-Illustrations
- Diagrams
- Photographs
- Captions
- Graphs, charts
- Sub-headings
- Flowchart
- Glossary
- Lists

Forms / Genres
•

How and why
texts Question
and answer
Visual texts:
webs,
hierarchical
map, Magazine
article

Narrative

The primary purpose of a narrative is to entertain; however, the secondary purpose may vary according to genre.
For example, the secondary purpose of historical fiction is to inform the reader about a particular point in time.
Narrative texts either tell the reader a story, attempt to teach a lesson, or describe and comment on life. Most
narratives include developed characters, a setting, a problem or complication, a series of events that leads to the
climax (e.g., rising action), and a resolution of the problem. Narratives can be written in several genres, including
adventure fiction, science fiction, realistic fiction, historical fiction, traditional stories (e.g., fairy tales, myths
(to explain), legends, fables (to convey a moral), folk tales, mystery, and fantasy. Non-fiction narratives have
been classified as recount writing.
Text Form
Narrative

Purpose
•

•

To tell a
story to
entertain
or teach a
lesson
Fiction,
but can be
based on
fact

Organisation
•

Title: May be stated in
direct terms or may
require inferring

•

Beginning: Introduces
the characters, the setting,
and maybe some background information - goal/
problem introduced

•

Middle: Series of events
of complications related to
the goal/problem

•

Ending: The problem is
solved; may include a
moral

Language
Features
•

Characters
defined
through
actions,
dialogue, and
descriptions

•

Descriptive
language –
“show not tell”

•

Dialogue

•

Usually past
tense

•

First or third
person

Traits of Writing
•

(AF 2, 3, 4)
Organisation:
Beginning hooks
the reader; middle
builds anticipation,
conclusion wraps
up events

•

(AF 1) Ideas: Based on
character with a
problem/goal that
is resolved by the
end

•

(AF 1) Voice:
Suited to main
character or
narrator

•

(AF 7) Word
Choice: Strong
verbs, descriptive
language
Sentence
Fluency: Varied,
use of dialogue

•

(AF 5) Sentence
Fluency: Use of
complete
sentences

•

(AF 6, 8)
Conventions:
Appropriate for
the writer’s level

•

Presentation:
May be supported
with illustrations/
graphics

Text Features
Text may
include:
- Title
- Illustrations
to show details
about the
characters,
setting and plot
- Font (e.g.,
bold, size, and
style)
- Speech
bubbles/thought
bubbles
- Text boxes
- Captions
- Script features
(stage
directions,
sound effects,
transitions, etc.)

Forms / Genres
•

Folk tale, fairy
tale, adventure
story, myth,
legend,
fantasy,
science fiction,
playscript,
poem, TV
show, picture
book, graphic
novel, comic
Visual Texts:
Storyboard
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Response

The primary purpose of a written response is to express an idea or opinion about a text, idea, topic, or performance.
Primary school responses are often initiated after a prompt is provided. In a response text, the author is expected to
either: analyse, critique, or evaluate the subject. When writing a response, the feelings of the author are expressed,
questions might be raised, and/or connections to the subject could be discussed. Response writing is closely
associated with the reading process as it is often utilized when reflecting upon a read text.
Text Form
Response

Purpose
•

To express
an idea
or opinion
about a text
supported
by critical,
analytical,
and
evaluative
thinking.

Organisation
•

Title: Reflects the purpose
of the task.

•

Beginning: Responds to
the prompt directly, often
providing an opinion.

•

Middle: Supports the
opinion with analysis and
often provides details or
facts and may include a
connection or question.

•
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End: Summary of the
author’s opinion and
feelings.

Language
Features
•

Personal
voice, often
first person.

•

Powerful,
descriptive
words.

•

Words/phrases
to indicate
judgment and
the author’s
attitude (e.g.,
you will find, I
recommend).

•

Present tense.

Traits of Writing
•

(AF 2, 3, 4)
Organisation:
Opinion stated
clearly,
logically; includes
wonderings and
connections; ends
with a summary
statement of
feelings/opinion.

•

(AF 1) Ideas:
Responds directly
to a prompt.

•

(AF 1) Voice:
Engages reader;
personal style

•

(AF 7) Word
Choice:
Descriptive
words, words that
indicate judgment.

•

(AF 5) Sentence
Fluency:
Declarative,
interrogative,
imperative; simple
and compound
sentences.

•

(AF 6, 8)
Conventions:
Appropriate for
the writer’s level

•

Presentation:
May be supported
by illustrations/
graphics, details,
relevant facts.

Text Features
Text may
include:
- Title
- Bold and italic
print *The text
features of a
response vary
greatly
depending
on the form
chosen.

Forms / Genres
•

Reading
Journals,
Two-Column
Journals,
Interactive
Journals,
Learning Log,
Observation
Log, Summary,
Written
Reflection,
Writers
Notebook,
Book Review,
Reaction
Piece, Poem.

The Writing Process

The writing process consists of 5 different stages, including pre-writing, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing.
Each component of the writing process needs to be taught explicitly, although it’s not necessary or expected that
students progress through the entire process for every piece of writing – only some pieces will reach the final stage
of publishing. Explicit instruction for each part of the process is necessary so that students understand and can
effectively perform the stages that proficient writers use. Breaking the writing process into the 5 different stages
will help students view a large, complex task as manageable chunks and allow them to focus on producing quality.
While it is reasonable to think about the writing process linearly as five phases, in practice it is often nonlinear and
as students become more versed in all stages, the process will become more natural to them and they may start to
combine stages. For example, students may edit and revise during the drafting process.

Stage 1 – Pre-writing (“Think”)

Great writing begins with planning! This is the time to figure out what to write about. Pre-writing is a stage in the
writing process that cannot be overlooked. The pre-writing stage involves brainstorming, considering purpose and
goals, and using graphic organisers to connect ideas and begin to form a coherent and appropriate structure for the
text. Finding appropriate and informative resources and gaining information through the research process is another
component of the pre-writing stage for applicable text-types. Brainstorming ideas to decide a topic on which to write
may occur with the whole class, in small groups, or individually. Graphic organisers, specific to the text-type studied,
encourage students to organise their texts effectively and appropriately for a variety of text-types. Research clearly
indicates that brain activity is enhanced when we use and teach our students to represent information in a visual
ways (Kohler, 2009). They are especially beneficial for those students who have difficulty organising their thoughts
and who need a concrete representation to structure abstract ideas. They also appeal to many different learning
styles (Kohler, 2009). All components of the pre-writing stage must be modeled and taught through explicit instruction
before students are expected to use the skill independently.

Stage 2 – Drafting (“Write”)

Throughout the drafting stage, students use their ideas and/or researched information recorded on the graphic
organiser to write sentences and paragraphs. Students may confer with the teacher or with their peers during this
phase, who will offer praise, suggestions, and ways to improve the text. Needs identified during conference times
may warrant additional individual conferences or small group or whole class mini-lessons.

Stage 3 – Revising (“Make it Better”)

During the revision process, students rearrange words or sentences, take out sections of the text, add new ideas or
sections, or change word choices for clarity, diversity (e.g., overused words) or effect. Mini-lessons must be used to
model for students how to revise their writing. Using a “think aloud” strategy while reading over a text to add more
details and make the ideas more clear is an effective way to teach students about the revision process. Students
should also be taught to reread their work more than once to ensure it conveys their intended message. Having the
opportunity to read their text to a peer will be beneficial to students during the revision process.

Stage 4 – Editing (“Make it Correct”)

Editing focuses on checking for correct grammar, sentence structure (e.g., all sentences are complete), punctuation,
capitalisation, and spelling. Students also need explicit instruction in how to edit their work.
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Stage 5 – Publishing (“Share the Finished Product”)

Writing is an important form of communication and is intended for an audience, even though that might be the author
alone in some instances. Students can publish their work in a variety of ways such as a class book, bulletin board,
school newspaper/newsletter, letter to the editor, website, blog, etc. “Having an authentic audience beyond the
classroom gives student writing more importance and helps students to see a direct connection between their lives
and their literacy development” (International Reading Association, 2013). Student progress, growth, and success
should also be celebrated at this stage.
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Introduction to
Persuasive Writing
Persuasive Writing (Non-Narrative)

The following samples were created by students in the Cayman Islands. The students were given a developmentally
appropriate topic and asked to write a persuasive letter. Every student was given time to plan using a familiar graphic
organiser to record their ideas. They were reminded to make sure their text included all the parts of a letter and
incorporated a variety of persuasive devices. In addition, students were reminded to check their spelling and
punctuation and to ensure that their writing made sense prior to submitting their work. Time was not given for formal
revising and editing. The students’ tasks were as follows:

•
•
•

Years 1 and 2 – Write a persuasive letter asking your parents for a pet.
Years 3 and 4 – Write a persuasive letter to your principal requesting extra playtime for your class OR to
serve or not serve vegetables in the school canteen.
Years 5 and 6 – Write a persuasive letter to your principal or the Ministry of Education requesting the
purchase of more technology resources for the class OR requesting the implementation of daily Physical
Education OR you may choose to persuade an audience of your choice on a self-selected topic.

The following graphic organisers are appropriate for this writing task and text-type. The suitability of any graphic
organiser will depend on year level and student ability. This is only a sample.
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Assessment Tool
A copy of the assessment tool used to evaluate student writing is below.
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Usually with support, I
give at least 3 personal
reasons with limited
elaboration generally
related to the topic (e.g.,
I want a dog because I
am a good student).

I give at least 3 relevant
personal reasons with
some elaboration related
to the topic (e.g., I want
a dog to keep our family
safe. He can sleep in my
room).

I give at least 3 relevant
reasons and I elaborate
with supporting
examples and/or facts
that are specific to the
topic.

My reasons are specific
to the topic; I elaborate
using relevant examples
and facts that are
specific to the topic.

My reasons are
highly specific to the
topic; I demonstrate
an understanding of
the topic and I
elaborate using
relevant and
inventive examples
and facts specific to
the topic.

Usually with support,
my piece of writing
includes unique
pictures with details
and/or labels.

My writing is
beginning to sound
unique through my
interesting word choice,
conventions, and/or
presentation.

Hints of my unique voice
are evident throughout
the text (e.g., interesting
word choice,
conventions, and/or
presentation) and I
attempt to demonstrate a
commitment to the topic.

My unique voice is
evident throughout
most of the text (e.g.,
my individuality is
present and my writing
sounds different from the
way others write) and I
demonstrate a
commitment to the
topic.

My unique voice is
evident throughout
the text (e.g.,
individuality is present
and my personal style
is clearly established)
and I demonstrate
a passionate
commitment to
the topic.

Usually with support,
my writing has a similar
voice regardless of
audience or purpose.

My writing is beginning
to fit my audience or
purpose in some way
(e.g., the tone is
becoming objective
and expert).

My writing fits the
audience or purpose
(e.g., the tone is
objective and expert).

I write with an
understanding of a
specific audience or
purpose (e.g., the tone
is highly objective and
expert).

I write with a strong
sense of a specific
audience or purpose
(e.g., the tone
accurately connects
with the audience
and topic in an
authoritative
manner).

Usually with support,
my title directly states
my opinion (e.g., I Want
a Dog), depending on
form.

My title states my
opinion and is beginning
to catch the reader’s
attention (e.g., Don’t Be
a Litter Bug!).

My title states my
opinion and catches the
reader’s attention (e.g.,
Top Reasons Why You
Should Never, Ever
Smoke).

My title catches the
reader’s attention and
alludes to the main idea
(e.g., Should There Be
Zoos? and Wanted:
Bigger, Better, More
Beautiful).

My title catches the
reader’s attention
and cleverly and
creatively alludes to
the main idea.

Usually with support,
I show awareness of
some basic persuasive
devices (e.g., pleading,
repetition of key words)
that may appeal to the
reader’s emotion or
values.

I am beginning to
use basic persuasive
devices (e.g., pleading,
repetition, rhetorical
questions, exaggeration) that appeal to the
reader’s emotions or
values.

I use persuasive
devices (e.g., examples,
facts, statistics that
support my opinion,
rhetorical questions,
exaggeration) where
they will be effective to
persuade my audience
and appeal to the reader’s emotions, values,
and/or logic.

I appropriately use
persuasive devices
that are based on
research (e.g.,
examples, facts,
statistics that support
my opinion, rhetorical
questions,
exaggeration, counter
arguments) where
they will be effective to
persuade my audience.

I confidently select
the most effective
persuasive devices
that are based on
research (e.g.,
examples, facts,
statistics that support
my opinion,
rhetorical questions,
counter arguments)
and use them where
they will be most
effective in
persuading the
audience.

AF2 - Organization & Voice

AF1 - Ideas & Voice

With support, AFs are
evident in some writing
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AFs are evident in some
forms of writing

AFs are evident in most
forms of writing

AFs are evident across a
range of writing

AFs are evident
across a wide range
of writing

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Usually with support,
my opening is a simple,
short statement that
states my opinion (e.g.,
The pigeon should not
drive the bus).

My opening has a basic
attempt to use a
simple “hooking strategy”
followed by my opinion
statement (e.g., Have
you ever seen garbage
at the beach? People
must stop littering!).

My opening has a
“hooking strategy” (e.g.,
Imagine you walk into
a room that is filled with
thick, smelly smoke)
followed by details to
introduce the topic and
my clear opinion
statement.

My opening paragraph
has a “hooking strategy”
that catches the reader’s
attention, briefly
introduces my
arguments, and is
followed by my clear
opinion statement.

My engaging opening
paragraph has a
creative “hooking
strategy”
followed by an
explanation of the
issue and a
confidently stated
opinion that also
provides a clear
direction to the text.

I attempt to present my
reasons in logical order
(e.g., I am becoming
aware of presenting my
strongest reason first or
last).

I present my developed
reasons in logical order
(e.g., strongest reason
first or last).

I present my
well-developed
reasons in a specific
and thoughtful order
that will best convince
the audience.

AF4 - Organization

AF3 - Organization

With support, AFs are
evident in some writing

AFs are evident in some
forms of writing

AFs are evident in most
forms of writing

AFs are evident across a
range of writing

AFs are evident
across a wide range
of writing

Usually with support, my
closing restates my
opinion in a short
sentence; my closing
may be similar to my
opening.

My closing restates my
opinion (in a different
way than the opening)
and has another
sentence of additional
detail.

My closing has a
linking phrase (e.g., In
conclusion…), restates
my opinion, and presents
a call to action.

My closing paragraph
has a linking phrase
(e.g., In conclusion…)
and restates my opinion,
summarizes the main
reasons, and presents a
call to action.

My well-developed
closing paragraph is
made powerful and
compelling by the
restatement of my
opinion, the reiteration
of my main points,
and the presentation
of an influential call to
action that connects
with the reader.

Usually with support,
I use some generic
linking words (e.g., first,
second, finally) when
appropriate.

I use a variety of generic
linking words (e.g., first,
second, finally, another)
when appropriate.

I attempt to use more
complex linking words/
phrases to connect
paragraphs (e.g., in
addition to, another
reason, after all, to
close).

I appropriately use
complex linking words/
phrases to connect
paragraphs throughout
the text.

I use a variety of
complex and unique
linking words/phrases
that support
cohesion of the text
and effectively
connect paragraphs.

Usually with support, I
accurately use return
sweep to organise my
sentences.

I group my ideas into an
opening, reasons, and a
closing.

I attempt to use
paragraphs to group
content together and
sometimes change
paragraphs
appropriately (e.g.,
beginning, ending,
change of reason, etc.).

I use structured
paragraphs to group
content together and
I change paragraphs
appropriately (e.g.,
beginning, ending,
change of reason, etc.).

I use structured
paragraphs and
confidently change
paragraphs
appropriately. Within
my paragraphs, I use
a range of devices
to support cohesion
(e.g., connectives,
linking words).
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Usually with support,
I write most of my
thoughts in sentences.

I write full sentences that
start in a few different
ways (e.g., not always
with I).

I attempt to write a
variety of sentences
(e.g., some simple and
some complex).

I write a variety of
sentences (e.g., simple,
complex, long, and/or
short) that are frequently
structured properly.

I write a variety of
properly structured
sentences and I can
deliberately change
word order, length,
and type to emphasise
meaning and affect my
reader.

Usually with support, I
show a basic awareness
of tense (e.g.,
generally written in
simple present tense,
although inconsistencies
may be evident).

Most of the text is written
in the simple present
tense.

I write in the present
tense consistently
throughout the text.

I write in the present
tense consistently
throughout the text and
make some attempt to
change tenses when
appropriate (e.g.,
predicting future
outcomes).

I write in the present
tense consistently
throughout the text
and change tenses
when appropriate
(e.g., predicting future
outcomes).

Usually with support, I
use at least one basic
connective, such as and,
to join ideas.

I use at least two basic
I use more than two
connectives, such as
connectives, such as if,
and, but, and/or so to join when, and/or because.
two independent clauses
and form a compound
sentence.

I use a variety of
complex connectives,
such as therefore, and/
or however.

I accurately use a wide
variety of complex
connectives to show
relationships between
ideas.

Usually with support, I
use full stops at the end
of most of my
sentences.

I use full stops correctly
and I attempt to use
exclamation or
questions marks.

I use full stops,
exclamation marks,
and/or question marks
consistently at the end
of sentences.

I punctuate the end of
my sentences
accurately throughout
the text and use a
variety of end marks.

I accurately use the
full range of
punctuation and
ensure that there is a
variety of punctuation
throughout the text
(e.g., fullstops,
exclamation marks,
question marks,
quotation marks,
apostrophes,
brackets).

Usually with support, I
start most of my
sentences with capital
letters.

I start my sentences with
capital letters and I’m
beginning to use capital
letters for the beginning
of names.

I use capital letters
accurately for starting
sentences and proper
nouns.

I use capital letters
accurately throughout
the text.

I accurately use
commas in lists and
to mark clauses.

I’m beginning to use
some commas in lists.

I use commas
accurately in lists.

I use commas
accurately in lists and
am beginning to use
them to mark clauses
(e.g., at the end of a
linking phrase).

I attempt to use
quotation marks and
related punctuation
correctly.*

I use quotation marks
and related punctuation
accurately.*

AF6 - Conventions

AF5 - Sentence Fluency

With support, AFs are
evident in some writing
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AFs are evident in some
forms of writing

AFs are evident in most
forms of writing

AFs are evident across a
range of writing

AFs are evident across
a wide range of writing

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Usually with support,
I use some
basic adjectives.

I use a variety of basic
adjectives.

I use a variety of strong
adjectives throughout
the text.

Throughout the text,
I use descriptive (and
may also use figurative)
language.

Throughout the text,
I use descriptive (and
may also use
figurative) language
to create strong, fresh,
and vivid images to
emphasise
my point.

Usually with support, I
use some generic
convincing words
(e.g., want, need,
never, always).

I use a variety of
generic convincing words
(e.g., want, need, never,
always, have to, should,
believe, surely).

I attempt to use a variety
of convincing words and
phrases (e.g., honestly,
truly, in my opinion, there
is no doubt, unquestionably, without a doubt,
despite this).

I use convincing words
and phrases throughout
the text.

I precisely select from
a range of convincing
words and phrases
that demonstrate my
confidence in my
opinion.

Usually with support, I
use simple vocabulary
and repeat key words.

I make some
adventurous word
choices.

I attempt to make
powerful word choices
that energise my writing
(e.g., I would be thankful
instead of It would make
me happy).

I make powerful word
choices that energise
my writing and have
an effect on my reader
(e.g., deliberate attempt
to choose the best word
instead of the first word
that comes to mind).

I demonstrate a wide
vocabulary when
making powerful word
choices that energise
my writing and have
an effect on my reader
(e.g., precisely chosen
words suited to the
topic).

Usually with support, I
show awareness of the
sounds formed by
different letters and
groups of letters (i.e.,
some high frequency
words are spelled
correctly and
phonetically plausible
attempts are made).

I usually spell simple,
monosyllabic words
correctly, and where
there are inaccuracies,
the alternative is
phonetically plausible.

I can spell simple mono
and polysyllabic words
correctly.

I can spell polysyllabic
words that conform to
regular patterns.

My spelling is
accurate throughout
the text.

Usually with support,
I use the word wall for
tricky words.

I use the word wall for
tricky words.

With limited errors, I use
a spelling resource for
unknown words.

I use a spelling resource
for unknown words.

Usually with support,
I correctly place most
letters on the line and
use spaces between my
words.

I can correctly place my
letters on the line, use
spaces between my
words, and my letters
are orientated and sized
accurately.

Usually with support,
I may include basic
presentation features of
the text type (e.g., a
basic illustration or
picture).

I may include
presentation features
of the text type (e.g.,
illustrations, diagrams
with labels, and/or text
boxes).

I may include
presentation features of
the text type that are
beginning to enrich/
clarify the text (e.g.,
subtitles, illustrations,
diagrams with labels,
textboxes, and/or
captions).

I may include
presentation features of
the text type that enrich/
clarify the text (e.g.,
subtitles, illustrations,
diagrams with labels,
textboxes, and/or
captions).

AF9 - Presentation

AF8 - Conventions

AF7 - Word Choice

With support, AFs are
evident in some writing

AFs are evident in some
forms of writing

AFs are evident in most
forms of writing

AFs are evident across a
range of writing

AFs are evident across
a wide range of writing

I may include
presentation features
of the text type for a
particular effect or to
enhance my
argument (e.g.,
subtitles, illustrations,
diagrams, textboxes,
charts, graphs, and/or
captions).
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Student Samples
Level 1
Students working within Level 1 are expected to meet criteria in some writing usually with support.

Level 1c
		

Thursday June 5 20

Dear Mom and Dad
Iwant a pet because I biad good.
in YEAr one and I biadedent.
in YEAr one casll and I bhall.
Love [Student Name]
Interpretation:
Dear Mom and Dad
I want a pet because I did good
in Year one and I be a student
in Year one class and I behave.
Love [Student Name]

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides only three personal reasons to persuade his/her parents to get a pet. The author provides
no evidence of elaboration.
The piece lacks detailed pictures and/or labels.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
•
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The author’s audience is identifiable (parents); however, the author’s voice is similar to what one would expect
if the author was writing within another text type. For instance, if the phrase “I want a pet” was removed, the
remaining text is reflective of a Year 1 recount.
Persuasive letters don’t typically require a title and therefore this is not an expectation for this piece. However,
it is important to note that the student does include a date, salutation, or closing which are expected features
this text form.
The author provides no evidence of developmentally appropriate persuasive devices (e.g., pleading, repetition
of key words).

AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas and events
•
•

The piece has a short opening that states the author’s opinion (e.g., “I want a pet…”).
There is no evidence of a closing statement that re-states the author’s opinion.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author does not use any generic linking words within the piece.
The author attempts to uses independent sentences, written in a logical order.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
•
•
•

The author attempts to use sentences although his/her ideas run into one another. New ideas generally
begin with “I” (e.g., “I behave”).
The author mixes past and present tenses (e.g., “did good” is in the past tense, while “behave” is in the present).
The word “and” is used multiple times by the author, but he/she does not use “and” to connect ideas. Instead,
“and” is used to mark what would be the next sentence.
AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases, clauses,
and sentences

•
•

The author uses full stops at the end of each line to mark the end of each complete idea/sentence.
The author shows an awareness of capital letters (e.g., “I,” “Mom,” “Dad,” “Dear,” “Love”); however, he/she
has yet to use capital letters after places where full stops were used.
AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary

•
•

Only one convincing word was used by the author within the piece (e.g., “want”).
The author did not use adventurous words or attempt to extend his/her vocabulary.
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•

The author spelled some CVC and other high frequency words correctly. He/she may have referred to
classroom resources, such as a word wall.
There is a lack of phonemic awareness on the part of the author when constructing unknown words (e.g.,
“casll” - class, “bhal” - behaved, “d” used as onset for “student”).

•

AF9: Presentation - Handwriting and presentation
•

The author often reverses b’s, d’s, and J’s (used in student name not shown), and uses capital letters
inappropriately with the exception of the letter “I.”
Throughout the piece the spacing is inconsistent (e.g., some words are directly side by side, whereas other
words have larger spaces in between).
Student was not required to write on lines as specified in the Ministry’s handwriting policy.

•
•

Where to Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 4 – The author should work on using linking/sequencing words (e.g., first, then, second, etc.).
AF 5 – He/she should also concentrate on constructing full sentences, particularly by using a full stop to
denote the end of each idea. It is clear that the author is aware of full stops, but needs to work on placing the
full stops at the ends of sentences rather than at the end of each line.

Comments:
The author understands that he/she has been asked to persuade his/her audience; however, it would be
advantageous for the author to use a wider variety of persuasive devices, particularly pleading and the repetition
of key words, which are developmentally appropriate for this level. Using full stops to mark the end of each
complete idea instead of the end of every individual line will also help the student continue to progress through
Level 1.
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Level 1b
		

Thursday June 6 2013

Dear Mam and Dad,
I will like a cat. mam and dad
I mik Pages. mam and dab I bee
good at SchooL. mam and dad I baihiv
in class. luve [Student Name]
Interpretation:
Dear Mom and Dad,
I will like a cat. Mom and dad
I make progress. Mom and dad I be
good at school. Mom and dad I behave
in class. Love [Student Name]

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides three personal reasons to persuade; however, these reasons are not elaborated on within
the piece.
The piece lacks detailed pictures and/or labels.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
•

The author’s audience is identifiable (parents); however, the author’s voice is similar to what one would expect
if the author was writing within another text type. For instance, if the phrase “I will like a cat” was removed, the
remaining text is reflective of a Year 1 recount.
Persuasive letters don’t typically require a title and therefore this is not an expectation for this piece. However,
it is important to note that the student does include a date, salutation, and a closing which are expected
features of this text form.
The author provides evidence of developmentally appropriate persuasive devices (e.g., pleading, repetition of
key words) used within the text (e.g., could use pleading, “Please, please, please, can I have a cat?”).
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•

The author’s opening is signaled by a short statement that gives the author’s opinion (e.g., “I will like a cat.”).
There is no evidence of a closing statement that re-states the author’s opinion (e.g., could have included
“Please can I have a cat?”).
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author does not use any linking words within the piece text.
The author demonstrates that he/she can write in independent sentences that have a logical order.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
•
•

Thoughts are written in full sentences; however, the sentences often start similarly (e.g., “Mom and dad”).
The author utilizes an inappropriate and inconsistent verb tense and subject verb agreement (e.g., “I will like a
cat.” And “I be good at school.”).
The author doesn’t use “and” as a connective within sentences. He/she uses “and” to group two nouns (e.g.,
“Mom and dad”). The author should focus on using “and” to connect two clauses, which is a step towards
writing compound and complex sentences.
AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases, clauses,
and sentences

•
•
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The author uses full stops appropriately at the end of every sentence.
The author shows an awareness of capital letters (e.g., “I”, “Mom” in salutation, “Dad” in salutation, his/her own
name); however, he/she has yet to use capital letters to begin sentences.

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•
•

One convincing word/phrase is used by the author (e.g., “will like”).
There is some evidence that the author’s vocabulary is expanding (e.g., “progress”).
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•

CVC and other high frequency words are spelled correctly or reasonable phonetic attempts by the author are
made. The author may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.
The author shows some phonemic awareness when he/she is constructing unknown words (e.g., “baihiv”,
“luve”). It is evident that the author needs to review vowel sounds, particularly “Pushy E.”

•

AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation
•

The author’s handwriting is readable, letters are generally formed correctly, and words are generally spaced
appropriately.
The author was not required to write on lines as specified by the Ministry’s handwriting policy.

•

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 6 – The author needs to work on his/her use of capital letters when starting new sentences.
AF 5 – The author needs to work on beginning sentences in different ways. Within this piece, the author
relied on too much on the phrase “Mom and Dad”.

Comments:
The author understands that he/she has been asked to persuade his/her audience; however, it would be
advantageous for the author to use a wider variety of persuasive devices, particularly pleading and the repetition
of key words, which are developmentally appropriate for this level. In order to reach Level 1a, the author needs to
begin sentences in different ways and ensure that he/she includes a closing such as, “Please can I have a pet?”
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Level 1a

Dear, mom
can I get a fantastic pet
fish? Inedhim tocepcompny
and cepe my sistr out of my
room. I wilfed and chang
his watr.
canI getafantasticpet
fishmom?
yor son,
[Student Name]
Interpretation:
Dear mom
Can I get a fantastic pet
fish? I need him to keep company
and keep my sister out of my
room. I will feed and change
his water.
Can I get a fantastic pet
Fish mom?
Your son,
[Student Name}

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides three personal reasons related to the topic, but there is no elaboration provided.
The piece lacks detailed pictures and/or labels; however, the author is beginning to use a few adjectives like
“fantastic” in an attempt to add some individuality to the piece of writing.

•

The purpose and audience of the piece are identified. The author provides reasons that attempt to appeal to
the audience’s emotional values (e.g., “I need him to keep company”).
Persuasive letters don’t typically require a title and therefore this is not an expectation for this piece. However,
it is important to note that the author does include a date, salutation, and a closing which are expected features
of this text form. A letter date, which is an expected feature, is not included.
The author uses a few developmentally appropriate persuasive devices, including questions directed to the
audience (e.g., “Can I get a fantastic pet fish?”) and he/she is beginning to use some hyperbole through the
incorporation of the adjective “fantastic.”

AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events
•
•

The piece has an opening that is signaled by a logical sentence and clearly states the writer’s opinion
(e.g., Can I get a fantastic pet fish?”).
The piece also has a closing that restates the author’s opinion; however, it is nearly the same as the opening
statement.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

No evidence of generic linking words were used within the piece.
The author utilizes independent sentences and is beginning to show awareness of grouping, made evident by
his/her starting the closing on a separate line.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
•
•
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The author’s thoughts are written in full sentences. He/she also begins sentences in two different ways
(e.g., “Can”, “I”).
There is consistent use of the present verb tense throughout the piece and the author is able to shift accurately
into future tense when appropriate (e.g., “I will feed and change his water.”).
The author uses “and” as a connective within sentences to make lists. The author attempts to write compound
sentences by using “and” as a connective; however, the two clauses joined together are not completely
independent (e.g., “I will feed and change his water.” Additional pronouns need to be added to make each
clause independent – “I will feed him and I will change his water.”)

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•
•

The author uses full stops appropriately and also accurately uses question marks.
The author uses a capital letter for “I,” but does not use capitals when starting sentences unless the sentence
begins with “I.”
There is evidence that the author is experimenting with the use of commas in the context of letter writing (e.g.,
in salutation and closing).

•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•
•

The author uses one convincing word within the text (e.g., “need”).
There is some evidence that the author is expanding his/her vocabulary (e.g., “fantastic,” “company”).
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•

There is evidence that some CVC and other high frequency words are spelled correctly. The student may have
referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.
The author demonstrates some phonemic awareness when constructing unknown words (e.g., “cepe,” “watr,”
“sistr”). The author needs to review the “er” ending and also double vowels (“ned” – need, “cepe” – keep, “fed”
– feed).

•

AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation
•

The author’s handwriting is readable and letters are generally formed correctly. However, he/she needs to
improve upon the spacing between words.
The student was not required to write on lines as specified in the Ministry Handwriting Policy.

•

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•

•

AF 9 – The author needs to focus on his/her handwriting and word spacing. It might be valuable to use
“spaghetti and meatball spaces” (spaghetti spaces between the letters and meatball spaces between words)
to help the author enhance his/her presentation. A physical spacing tool may also prove to be beneficial in
getting the author to leave larger spaces between each word.
AF 4 – The author also needs to improve his/her use of generic linking words (e.g., first, second, finally) before
each reason is provided.

Comments:
The author is beginning to use more sophisticated persuasive devices. The author’s ideas are appropriate to the
task and are expressed relatively clearly through the use of simple sentences and a variety of punctuation. In order
to reach Level 2, the author needs to incorporate linking words (e.g., first, second, finally, etc.). He/she also needs
to use spaces between words, and use vowels when spelling more complex words (particularly double vowels as
in – “ned” - need, “fed” - feed, and “cep” - keep).
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Student Samples
Level 2
Level 2c

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides a number of personal reasons to persuade his/her audience, although he/she could still
provide more elaboration. The third point (e.g., “I want a beautiful puppy for a pet please”) is not a reason, but
an opinion statement.
The author’s writing is not unique; however, he/she is beginning to use a few adjectives like “beautiful” and
poses questions to the audience to enhance the individuality of the piece. There is no sense of deep
commitment to the topic or of the writer’s excitement for the topic.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
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The purpose and audience are identified; however, the reasons given do not yet appeal to the audience’s
emotions and/or values.
Persuasive letters don’t typically require a title and therefore this is not an expectation for this piece. The
author does include a salutation and a closing. A date is not provided, which is an expectation.

•

The author uses some developmentally appropriate persuasive devices, including rhetorical questions
(e.g., “Don’t you think I deserve a pet?”), and is beginning to use some pleading (e.g., “Please”) and
exaggeration (e.g., “Beautiful puppy”).
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•

The author does not include an opening opinion statement.
The closing question states the author’s opinion in an interesting way.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author does not use generic linking words within the text.
The author is beginning to group ideas by content. There is some evidence that the author uses a grouping for
each reason and clearly separates the closing.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•

The author’s thoughts are written in full sentences; however, he/she generally relies on starting sentences
with “I.” The author uses the noun “Mom” at the beginning of one sentence.
Present verb tense is maintained throughout the piece.
The author uses “and” as a connective within sentences to make lists (e.g., “To jump swim and do other
tricks”). The author also attempts to write compound sentences by using “and” as a connective; however, he/
she fails to join together two independent clauses (e.g., “I want it to take care of it and to have company to
play with it”). The author needs to restructure the sentence to make each clause independent.

•
•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases, clauses, and
sentences
•

The author uses full stops to end sentences appropriately; however, he/she does not yet use question marks,
which should be introduced at level 2.
The author uses capital letters for “I,” for his/her own name, and to start sentences; however, the author
incorrectly uses a capital letter within a sentence on one occasion.
The author is beginning to accurately use commas in the context of letter writing (e.g., in salutation and
closing), but not when making lists.

•
•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•
•

The author uses a few convincing words within the piece (e.g., “deserve,” “want,” “please”).
There is some evidence that the author’s vocabulary is expanding (e.g., “beautiful,” “company”).
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•

The majority of high frequency words are spelled correctly and he/she uses plurals appropriately
(e.g., “tricks”). The author may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall
AF9: Presentation - Handwriting and presentation

•

The author’s handwriting is neat and readable. The letters are generally formed appropriately. Words are
also spaced appropriately.
The author needs to be discouraged from using asterisks to demarcate the beginning of a sentence/idea.
The author was not required to write on lines as specified in the Ministry’s handwriting policy.

•
•

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 4 – The author needs to better utilize linking words (e.g., first, second, lastly) in order to add structure and
organization to the text while also expressing his/her ideas.
AF 1 – The author should also focus on the generation of detailed reasons that appeal to the audience’s emotions
and/or values.

Comments:
The author is beginning to use more sophisticated persuasive devices, such as rhetorical questions, some pleading, and some
exaggeration. The author includes a closing, which summarizes his/her opinion, but does not provide an opening. For the
author to secure a Level 2, he/she needs to place more focus on writing compound sentences that use of a variety of
punctuation (e.g., commas in lists and/or question marks). He/she also needs to include linking words before each reason is
provided (e.g., first, second, lastly). Lastly, the author needs to eliminate the use of asterisks to denote new sentences/ideas.
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Level 2b

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides a number of personal reasons that are relevant to the topic but not always clearly
elaborated upon.
The piece is beginning to reflect a unique writer’s voice and showcases the writer’s personality at times
throughout the text. The writing is becoming lively and engaging and it is evident that the writer is committed
to the topic (e.g., the reader gets the feeling that the writer really wants an iguana for a pet).
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
•

The purpose and audience of the text are identified and reasons are given that begin to appeal to the audience’s
emotions and values (e.g., comfort, responsibility, enjoyment).
A title is not an expectation for this form of writing; however, the author does include a date, a salutation, and a
closing which are features of a persuasive letter.
The author uses some sophisticated persuasive devices, including rhetorical questions (e.g., “Do you think I
deserve an iguana for a pet?”), repetition (e.g., “really, really, really”), and some exaggeration (e.g., “Your smart
daughter”).
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•

The author’s opening clearly expresses his/her opinion through the use of a short statement (e.g., “I want an
iguana”).
The closing utilizes an effective persuasive device that restates the author’s opinion in an alternative way to
what is presented in the opening.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author doesn’t use any generic linking words within the piece.
The author attempts to group content by reasons and also uses separate groups for the opening and closing.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
•
•
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The author’s thoughts are written in full sentences; however, she generally relies on starting sentences with “I.”
The author uses “Mom” at the beginning of one sentence.
The author demonstrates consistent use of present verb tense throughout the text and accurately changes to
future tense when appropriate.
The author uses “and” within his/her sentences to make lists (e.g., “To train to jump and to roll over and how to
run.”); however, she does not use “and” as a connective to make compound sentences. “So,” is an additional
connective used in the piece to create an accurate compound sentence containing two independent clauses
(e.g., “I want an iguana to show my friends at school so they can play with him outside”).

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•

The author uses full stops appropriately to end sentences and uses a question mark accurately once within
the piece.
Capital letters are used by the author to start all sentences and for “I.” The author does not accurately use
capital letters for all proper nouns (e.g., “mom” in his/her salutation).
The author is beginning to use commas in the context of letter writing (e.g., in salutation and in closing), but
not when making lists. A writing conference should be used to show the author how commas could be used
effectively in “To train to jump and to roll over and how to run.”
The author is aware of apostrophes and has presumably seen them used; however, she/he does not yet
correctly use this punctuation mark.

•
•
•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

A few convincing words are used by the author within the piece (e.g., “deserve,” “want”). The author also
repeats words for effect (e.g., “really, really, really”).
There is also some evidence that the author is widening her vocabulary (e.g., “smart,” “company”).

•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

High frequency words are accurately spelled and vowel rules are applied correctly. “Outside” is spelled as
two words instead of as a compound word.
The author uses a possessive instead of a plural (e.g., “friend’s” instead of “friends”).

•

AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation
•

The author’s handwriting is neat and readable and letters are generally formed appropriately. Words are
spaced appropriately.
Student was not required to write on lines as specified by the Ministry’s handwriting policy.

•

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 4 – The author should be encouraged to use linking words (e.g., first, second, lastly) to add structure
and organization to the text.
AF 5 – The author should also focus on using greater sentence variety. The student needs to work towards
starting sentences in different ways while also incorporating connectives like “and” to create compound
sentences.

Comments:
The author demonstrates an ability to generate logical personal reasons that support his/her argument. She/he
is also an effective speller. His/her individuality is evident in many instances in the text, which adds to the overall
voice within the piece. The author is secure in Level 2 and is meeting expectations; however, in order to progress,
linking words (e.g., first, secondly, lastly, etc.) need to be included to add structure and organization to the text.
More advanced punctuation, including using commas in lists, alternate ways of beginning sentences, and
incorporating stronger words are all areas for improvement.
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Level 2a

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

All the ideas are relevant, though the author only includes two reasons, one of which is personal in nature
(e.g., football) while the other is reflective of a broader perspective (e.g., getting exercise). The author needs to
elaborate on his/her ideas by supporting his/her her opinion with three well-developed reasons.
The author does not showcase individuality, nor is there an evident sense of engagement within the piece.
The student does not yet bring the topic to life or show that he/she is really invested in the outcome.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
•

The purpose and audience of the piece are identified and one of the given reasons (e.g., exercise) could appeal
to the audience’s emotions and/or values.
A persuasive letter does not usually require a title; however, the author does include a date, a salutation and a
closing which are expected features of a letter.
The author relies on logical reasoning to convince the reader of his/her position. Persuasive devices are not
incorporated into the piece, which should be a consideration.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•

The author includes a developed opening that clearly expresses his/her opinion with strong convincing
words and attempts to spark the reader’s interest by asking a question.
The reasons that the author provides are relevant to the topic and in a logical order. However, they are
not supported.
A closing is included that restates the author’s opinion in a different way than what was presented in the
opening statement.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author uses a generic linking word (e.g., “first”) and a longer linking phrase (e.g., “another reason”) to
introduce new reasons and to add organization to the text.
The author attempts to group his/her content by argument. New arguments are indicated and separated
from the opening and closing.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
•
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The author’s thoughts are written in full sentences. Detailed sentences are attempted, but in some instances
words are missing and/or are structured oddly thus affecting the overall clarity of the student’s message.
The author uses a variety of words/phrases to start sentences (e.g., “I,” “Having,” “Can,” “First,” “Another
reason,” “Our”).

•

There is consistent use of present verb tense throughout the text and the author accurately changes to
future tense when appropriate.
“And” is used as a connective within this piece; however, the author successfully uses “so” as a connective
to make compound sentences.

•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•
•
•

The author uses full stops correctly to end his/her sentences and also uses question marks appropriately.
Capital letters are used by the author to start all sentences, for “I,” and for all proper nouns.
The author is beginning to use commas in the context of letter writing (e.g., in salutation), when making lists,
and after clauses (e.g., “First”).
AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary

•

The author uses some convincing words within the text (e.g., “truly believe,” “need,” “should,” “honestly
believe”).
There is some evidence that the author is using a wider vocabulary (e.g., “wonderful,” “believe” instead
of “think”).

•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

Most high frequency words are spelled accurately. The author also demonstrates a good understanding of the
“ing” suffix. He/she dropped “e” (e.g., “Having”) and in some instances doubled the consonant. A review of
“Pushy E” verbs will help this student spell “kick” accurately.
AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation

•

The author’s handwriting is neat and readable and letters are generally formed appropriately. Words
are spaced appropriately, although the paragraph’s indent is too large.
The author also effectively and neatly uses lines.

•

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 5 – The author should focus on using connectives. He/she should consider including “and” to write longer
compound sentences and elaborate on the reasons given.
AF 1 – The author needs to develop more relevant reasons that will more likely appeal to the emotions and
values of the audience. The author should include at least three relevant and supported reasons.

Comments:
The author demonstrates an understanding of grouping ideas into paragraphs for the sake of persuasion. In order
to reach Level 3, the author needs to expand each reason by including more developed and relevant evidence.
For example, the author states, “First, we need more playtime so we can get exercise.” The author should have
included supporting evidence with a statement similar to “Exercise is important so that we stay healthy and fit.”
Lastly, to move the piece to a Level 3, it would be beneficial if the author presented a call to action during the
closing.
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Student Samples
Level 3
Level 3c

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author includes three reasons that go beyond personal reasons and are of a broader, more socially
relevant perspective. The student attempts to support the reasons with further explanation and detail, although
he/she does not always express his/her ideas with clarity.
The author’s individuality and unique voice are evident in sections throughout the text. The overall tone of
enthusiasm shows that the writer cares about the topic and the potential outcome. Hints of personality are
shown through phrases like, “Just say the magic word.”
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
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The author understands the purpose and required elements of writing a persuasive letter. The author also
identifies his/her audience and appeals to their emotions and values with general reasoning. The author
maintains a confident voice throughout the text.
A persuasive letter does not usually require a title; however, the author does include a date, a salutation and a
closing which are expected features of a letter.

•

The author relies on logical reasoning to convince the reader of his/her position. Persuasive devices are not
incorporated into the piece, which should be a consideration.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•

The author includes a developed opening that clearly expresses his/her opinion; however, the author does not
use a hooking strategy to catch the attention of the reader.
The reasons that the author provides are relevant to the topic and are beginning to be supported with details.
The reasoning also follows a logical order.
A closing is signaled and the author demonstrates that a closing is required; however, he/she does not restate
his/her opinion or provide a call to action.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author uses some simple linking phrases (e.g., “In addition,” “A third reason”) to connect paragraphs and
introduce new reasons which adds to the overall organization of the text and also assists with flow. Linking words
within the paragraphs are limited.
The author’s paragraphs include a topic sentence (e.g., the reason) and supporting details, but lack a closing
sentence. The author changes paragraphs appropriately (e.g., opening, closing, and when presenting a new
reason).
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•

•
•

The author attempts to write full sentences; however, he/she sometimes combines several independent
thoughts/ideas into one sentence. The author uses different words/phrases to start sentences (e.g., “East End
Primary should,” “A third reason is that,” “We can win,” “Can,” “Having”). There is some variation in length of
sentences and the student is beginning to use some short sentence for effect (e.g., “Just say the magic word”).
The author uses present tense appropriately; however, it is clear that he/she needs further instruction on how
to work with future tense. Grammatical accuracy will also create a stronger, more convincing voice.
The author experiments with using the connective “so” to create compound sentences. No other connectives
are evident in the text. Further instruction on how to make the first clause independent will help the author
structure his/her compound sentences properly and affect the overall clarity of his/her message.
AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences

•
•
•
•

The author does not consistently use full stops throughout the piece. The author also fails to include a
question mark in the opening, where it is appropriate. The author does attempt to use an exclamation mark.
The author does not always use capital letters to start his/her sentences. The author is also inconsistent with
his/her capitalization when using proper nouns.
The author makes an attempt to use a comma in the context of the letter opening, but it is misplaced. A
comma is also missed in the closing of the letter. There is some evidence that the author can use commas
appropriately to mark the end of a clause (e.g., “In addition”). Lists are not used in this sample.
At this level, quotation marks are not generally an expectation for persuasive letter writing. Quotation marks
can be used in a letter to cite research directly or to indicate dialogue.
AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary

•
•

The author uses some convincing words within the text (e.g., “decision,” “should,” “always”).
Several times, the author uses an expanding vocabulary (e.g., “begging,” “company,” “active,” “celebrate”).
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•
•

The author spells the majority of common words correctly; however, it should be noted that the author
struggles to spell words like “please” and “great.”
The author demonstrates some phonemic awareness when constructing unknown words and makes
appropriate attempts at adventurous words (e.g., “cellibrat” – celebrate, “disition” - decision). The author
should be encouraged to use classroom resources and reference materials to check his/her spelling.
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What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 6 – The author should focus on punctuation; particularly, the use of full stops to end sentences as well as
accurate comma placement.
AF 3 – The author needs to target his/her closing to restate his/her opinion and relate to the purpose of the
text. The author may also want to work towards including a call to action and/or providing a summary of the
main reasons presented in the text.

Comments:

The author demonstrates a well-developed writing voice and an awareness of his/her audience. The author
attempts to persuade the audience appropriately by giving relevant reasons supported by some evidence. To
be secure at Level 3, the author will need to include a greater number of persuasive devices (e.g., rhetorical
questions, exaggeration, and the incorporation of facts). Lastly, the closing paragraph needs to be restructured
so that it restates the author’s potion, summarizes the main reasons, and/or presents a call to action.
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Level 3b

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•

•

The author includes three reasons that go beyond personal reasons and are of a broader, more socially
relevant perspective. All the ideas are relevant and linked to the topic of persuading the principal to allow daily
P.E. class (e.g., lose weight, get faster, play more sports) and the student attempts to elaborate on each of the
reasons; however, supporting details do not always directly relate to the reason.
The author’s individuality and unique voice are evident in some sections throughout the text. The use of clever
words and phrases, like onomatopoeias as short sentences, help to portray his/her individuality. The overall
tone shows that the author cares about the topic and that there is a sense of enthusiasm behind the text.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
•

The author understands the purpose of a persuasive letter and is able to include persuasive elements that
attempt to win the reader over to his/her perspective. Logical reasons are provided that appeal to the audience’s
emotions or values. The author also maintains a confident and expressive voice throughout the text.
A title is not an expectation of this form of persuasive writing. The author includes a heading, a date, a salutation,
and a closing, which are expected features of a letter. Formatting is accurate and appropriate.
The author uses many persuasive devices, including pleading, exaggeration, personal examples, and facts. The
author does not use rhetorical questions to persuade the reader and since using rhetorical questions is a target
for this student, this should be addressed in either a whole class, small group, or individual lesson.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•

•
•

The author attempts to use a hooking strategy (e.g., asking a question) to begin the piece; however, he/she does
not use it in an effective or attention grabbing way. The author’s opinion statement should have greater clarity and
incorporate persuasive language (e.g., “I strongly believe that students at E.E.P.S. should have P.E. lessons
every day”). The author develops the opening by including a preview or “snapshot” of the reasons to be
presented in the body of the text. An attempt to transition/link the opening to the next paragraph is made.
The reasons provided are relevant to the topic, are placed in logical order, and are supported with details.
The author provides a well-developed closing that uses a connecting/linking phrase, summarizes the main ideas,
and restates the author’s opinion. A call to action should also be included.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author uses many linking words and longer linking phrases (e.g., “One reason why we should have PE
every day is…,” “The second reason,” “Finally, but not least,” “In conclusion”) to introduce new reasons or
sections of the text.
The author is beginning to use signal words within paragraphs (e.g., “For example…”) to introduce supporting
details. Personal examples, facts, and statistics are all used to support the author’s position.
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•

The author’s paragraphs are becoming more structured. They include a topic sentence (the reason) and
supporting details. The author’s paragraphs are lacking closing sentences, but he/she changes paragraphs
appropriately (e.g., opening, closing, change of reason).
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•

The author writes in full sentences and there is some variation in sentence length. He/she also experiments
with using short sentences for effect (e.g., “Burp!”). The majority of sentences are simply structured and the
author can work towards joining ideas with a range of connectives to create more complex sentences.
The author generally writes accurately in the present, future, and past tenses. He/she easily changes tenses
when appropriate, although there are some subject verb agreement errors (e.g., “Shemar and I was…”).
“And” is used by the author as a connective in lists and occasionally to join two independent clauses to make
a compound sentence.

•
•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•

The author does not consistently use full stops throughout the piece. The author also fails to include a
question mark in the opening, where it is appropriate. The author does attempt to use an exclamation mark.
The author does not always use capital letters to start his/her sentences. The author is also inconsistent with
his/her capitalization when using proper nouns.
The author makes an attempt to use a comma in the context of the letter opening, but it is misplaced. A
comma is also missed in the closing of the letter. There is some evidence that the author can use commas
appropriately to mark the end of a clause (e.g., “In addition”). Lists are not used in this sample.
At this level, quotation marks are not generally an expectation for persuasive letter writing. Quotation
marks can be used in a letter to cite research directly or to indicate dialogue.

•
•
•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•
•

The author uses some convincing words/phrases within the text (e.g., “should,” “please,” “give us”).
There are several instances in which the author uses a wider vocabulary to effectively persuade the
reader (e.g., “beautiful,” “loving,” “kind,” “presented”).
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•
•

The majority of common words are spelled correctly.
The author demonstrates some phonemic awareness when constructing unknown words and makes
appropriate attempts at adventurous words (e.g., “precinted” – presented).

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 1 – The author needs to focus on linking his/her evidence to the reasons provided.
AF 7 – The author could also improve his/her piece by including more convincing language (e.g., “In my
opinion,” “Truly,” “Without a doubt,” etc.).

Comments:

The author understands the objective of a persuasive letter and identifies three main reasons for daily physical
education. The author needs to focus on developing supporting evidence for each presented reason. The
elaborated evidence needs to be more relevant and directly relatable to the presented arguments. The student
demonstrates considerable strength in writing a well-developed and structured opening and closing, although
he/she can strive to hook the reader’s attention more effectively and creatively in the opening and include an
action statement in the closing. Finally, the author should focus on his/her use of punctuation, particularly the
use of question marks, commas in lists, and using commas to mark clauses.
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Level 3a

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author includes three reasons that go beyond personal reasons and are of a broader, more socially
relevant perspective. All the ideas are relevant and linked to the topic (e.g., “EEPS should have P.E. to: stay
healthy, so students don’t get overweight, and to have fun”). The author also elaborates on each reason.
The overall tone of the text shows that the author cares about the topic and the potential outcome. There is a
sense of enthusiasm beginning to form in the author’s writing, particularly in the author’s use of rhetorical
questions; however, there are only hints of the author’s unique voice throughout the text.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•

•
•

The author understands the purpose of writing a persuasive letter and includes devices that will further his/her
position. The author also shows an understanding of the audience’s identity and attempts to use reasons to
appeal to the reader’s emotions, values, and logic. With great effectiveness, the author identifies the audience
by referring to the Minister in greeting and again in paragraph 3. The author also maintains a confident and
knowledgeable tone throughout the text.
A title is not usually required in a persuasive letter and is therefore not a requirement for this piece. It is important
to note that the author does include a heading, a date, a salutation, and a closing, which are expected features
of a letter. Formatting is accurate and appropriate.
The author uses some persuasive devices, but relies heavily on facts, examples, and rhetorical questions.
The author should attempt to include additional devices in future pieces.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•

•

Although the rest of the opening is well-developed as it clearly states the author’s opinion and gives a “snapshot”
of the three reasons why P.E. should be a daily subject, the author does not use a hook to grab the reader’s
attention.
The author provides three supported reasons in logical order that are relevant to the topic. In order to make his/
her argument more effective, the author may consider revising the third argument, which is less developed and
has weaker supporting evidence. Ideally, the author should place the stronger arguments at the beginning and/or
end of the piece.
The author uses a well-developed closing that begins with a linking phrase, summarizes the main ideas, and
restates the author’s opinion through the use of an action statement.
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AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs
•

The author uses many linking words and longer linking phrases to introduce new reasons or sections of the text
(e.g., “One reason why classes should have daily P.E. is…,” “Another reason why classes should have daily P.E.
is so…,” “The last reason…”).
The author is beginning to use signal words within paragraphs (e.g., “For example…”) to introduce supporting
details like facts and/or statistics.
Paragraphs include a topic sentence (e.g., the reason) and supporting details. The author attempts to write a
closing sentence for each paragraph, which is effective some of the time. The author also changes paragraphs
appropriately (e.g., opening, closing, change of reason).

•
•

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•

The author writes in full sentences and there is some variation in his/her sentence length. The author also
experiments with using short sentences for effect (e.g., “You should think about that.”). Simply structured
sentences are often relied upon; however, in a few instances, compound sentences are used. The student
accurately uses the connective “and” and also uses the connective “so” several times throughout the text.
Verb tense is accurate throughout the text and the author changes tense appropriately.

•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•
•
•

The author uses full stops appropriately at the end of sentences and uses question marks when necessary.
Capital letters are used by the author with accuracy throughout the text, which includes proper nouns.
The author uses commas appropriately as a feature of a letter, when generating lists, and is beginning to
mark clauses with commas (e.g., “For example,” “In conclusion,”).
Quotation marks are not generally an expectation for a persuasive letter at this level. Quotation marks can
be used in a letter to cite research directly or to indicate dialogue

•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•
•

The author uses some convincing words within the text (e.g., “needs,” “should”).
There is limited use of strong adjectives.
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•
•

The author spells most common words correctly.
The author demonstrates some phonemic awareness when constructing unknown words and makes
appropriate attempts at adventurous words (e.g., “baices” – basis).

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 7 – The author needs to work on incorporating a more advanced vocabulary in order to have a greater
impact on the reader.
AF 2 – The author should also include more persuasive devices, as the student currently relies too heavily
on rhetorical questions.

Comments:

Overall, this student is a strong Level 3. The author demonstrates an ability to organize his/her writing through
the use of developed paragraphs and an effective opening and closing. In order to progress to Level 4, more
emphasis needs to be placed on word choice. Particularly, the author needs to include a wider range of
vocabulary. Lastly, the author should also work on his/her ability to link paragraphs by using connecting
phrases, which is a Level 4 requirement.
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Student Samples
Level 4
Level 4c

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author includes three points that are starting to move beyond personal reasons. All ideas are relevant
and linked to the author’s attempt to persuade the principal for more P.E. time (e.g., more exercise, get skills,
become a pro). The author also elaborates on each reason with some detail.
The author’s individuality and unique voice are evident in several sections throughout the text. Including short
sentences for effect, strong adjectives, and rhetorical questions will help the author exhibit his/her
individuality. The overall tone shows that the author cares about the topic and outcome. There is a sense of
enthusiasm throughout the piece.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•

The author understands the purpose of writing a persuasive letter and includes persuasive devices that enhance
his/her argument. The audience of the text is also identified; however, not all the reasons would appeal to the
audience’s emotions, values and logic. The author’s voice is confident, although there is room for development.
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•
•

A title is not usually required in a persuasive letter and is therefore not a requirement for this piece; however,
the author does include a heading, a date, a salutation, and a closing, which are expected features of a letter.
Formatting is accurate and appropriate.
The author uses many persuasive devices, including rhetorical questions, exaggeration, pleading, examples,
and facts. The author might want to consider including counter-arguments to help defend his/her position from
obvious rebuttals.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•

The author has a well-developed opening. He/she also includes an effective hook (a question) that grabs the
reader’s attention and follows the question up with any opinion statement and “snapshot” of the three reasons to
be presented in the body of the text.
The reasons the author presents are in logical order, relevant to the topic, and supported with details. In order to
make his/her argument more effective, the author may consider revising the third argument, which appears to be
his/her weakest. The author needs to be taught that the first and last paragraphs should be the piece’s strongest.
The author uses a well-developed closing that begins with a linking phrase, summarizes the main
ideas/reasons of the text, and uses pleading and a question to re-state the author’s opinion. The author may
also want to include a call to action as part of the closing.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•
•
•

The author uses linking words and longer linking phrases to introduce new reasons or sections of the text.
(e.g., “One reason why we should have P.E. every day…,” “Another reason why you should increase P.E. time...,”
“And the last reason why you should make all classrooms ...”).
The author is beginning to use signal words within paragraphs (e.g., “For example…”) to introduce supporting
details such as facts and examples.
The author has not yet developed well-structured paragraphs. He/she should work on organizing his/her writing
into paragraphs for each reason presented.
Despite the general lack of complete paragraphs, there is evidence of some key paragraphing elements,
including: linking phrases, topic sentences, and supporting details.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
•
•

The author writes in properly structured, full sentences. Sentences differ in length and complexity (e.g., “I do!”
and “For example, Messi …”). The author also experiments with using short sentences for effect (e.g., “I do!”),
although more work needs to be done in this area.
The author uses several connectives throughout the text, including “because,” “when,”“and,” and “so.”
Verb tense is accurate throughout the text and the student changes tense appropriately.
AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences

•
•
•
•

Full stops are used to end sentences appropriately and the author accurately uses question marks when
necessary.
The author occasionally misuses capital letters (e.g., “Because,” “Conclusion,” “Please, Please”), but uses
capital letters accurately to start sentences and to denote proper nouns.
The author also uses commas appropriately as a letter feature when generating lists and marking simple
clauses (e.g., “For example,” “In conclusion,”).
Quotation marks are not generally an expectation of persuasive letters at this level. Quotation marks can be
used in a letter to cite research directly or to indicate dialogue.
AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary

•
•

There is some evidence that the author uses words that are related to the persuasive objective (e.g., “need,”
“please”), but more forceful words could be used (e.g., “believe,” “demand,” etc.).
Evidence of a wider vocabulary (e.g., “talented,” “gifted,” “improve,” “increase,” “lifestyle,” “healthiest”) could
also be included.
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•
•
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The author spells the majority of words correctly.
The author demonstrates phonemic awareness when constructing unknown words and makes appropriate
attempts at adventurous words (e.g., “exersize” – exercise).

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 4 – The author needs to focus on using multiple, well-structured paragraphs.
AF 7 – The author needs to work on making stronger word choices and incorporating a wider vocabulary so
that the piece has greater effect.

Comments:

The author understands the persuasive objective and has presented three reasons with supporting evidence
that are all related to the main topic. The author was given Level 4c because he/she has met and exceeded the
criteria for Level 3a by writing a strong and structured opening and closing, giving three developed reasons
with related evidence, using a range of persuasive devices including rhetorical questions and facts, and by
communicating his/her ideas clearly and precisely. The author does need to include individual paragraphs for
each new idea and incorporate stronger word choices which will help develop his/her writing voice.
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Level 4b

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author includes three reasons that are beyond personal reasons. All ideas are relevant, linked to the topic,
and argue the positives of having computers in the classroom (e.g., waste time going to the lab, no games, no
doubling booking), and the student elaborates on each reason with a variety of details.
The author’s individuality and unique voice are evident throughout the majority of the text. His/her writing is
lively, expressive, and engages the reader. The author utilizes questions in the opening, personal commentary
(e.g., “I think not”), and short sentences help to showcase his/her personality. The overall tone shows that the
writer cares about the topic and the potential outcomes. Additionally, there is a sense of enthusiasm behind the
author’s words.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•

•
•

It is clear that the author understands the purpose of writing a persuasive letter and demonstrates an ability to
incorporate persuasive devices. The audience is identified and the author appeals to the audience’s emotions,
values, and logic through three clearly identified reasons that support computers in the classroom. The author’s
voice is confident and convincing.
A title is not usually required in a persuasive letter and is therefore not a requirement for this piece. The author
does include a heading, a date, a salutation, and a closing, which are expected features of a letter. Overall, the
letter’s formatting is accurate and appropriate.
The author uses many persuasive devices, including rhetorical questions that effectively cause the reader to
reflect, some exaggeration, examples, and facts. The author should begin to include counter-arguments to help
defend his/her position against obvious rebuttals.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•

•
•

The author writes a well-developed opening and effectively uses a question as a hook to grab the reader’s
attention. The hook is followed by an opinion statement that includes strong, convincing words, and a “snapshot”
of the three reasons to be presented in the body of the text. The writer also uses a phrase to link the opening to
the body.
The arguments that follow the opening are relevant to the topic, supported with details, and are in logical order.
The author uses a well-developed closing that begins with a linking phrase, contains a summary of the main
ideas, and also restates the writer’s opinion. The author also includes a call to action at the end of the closing.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•
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The author uses longer linking phrases that connect his/her paragraphs (e.g., “In addition to wasting time…”).
The author uses signal words within paragraphs (e.g., “For example…,” “Did you know …”) to introduce
supporting details, facts, and examples.

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•

The author generally uses properly structured full sentences. Sentences differ in length and complexity
throughout the text. The author also experiments with using short sentences for effect (e.g., “I think so!”) and
is comfortable starting sentences in a variety of ways.
The author uses some connectives throughout the text, including “because” and “and.” He/she also attempts
to use a variety of connectives to compose longer, more complex sentences. With that said, subsequent work
needs to be done in this area.
Verb tense is accurate throughout the text and the author changes tense appropriately.

•
•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•

The author uses full stops appropriately at the end of each sentence. The author also accurately uses question
marks when necessary and exclamation marks for effect.
The author uses capital letters appropriately at the beginning of sentences and for proper nouns.
The author also uses commas appropriately (with the exception of the salutation) when generating lists and to
mark clauses (e.g., “When some teachers book the lab,” and “For example,”).
Quotation marks are not generally an expectation for persuasive letters at this level. Quotation marks can be
used in a letter to cite research directly or to indicate dialogue.

•
•
•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

There is some evidence that the author uses a wider range of vocabulary (e.g., “precious,” “extremely,”
“difficulty,” “devoted”).
There is evidence that the author uses words in a convincing manner (e.g., “demand,” “take a stand,” “strongly
believe,” “stand up,” “certainly believe”).

•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

Although the author does occasionally struggle with “s” and “es” endings (e.g., “computeres”) as well as vowel
combinations (e.g., “doesen’t,” “beileve”), the majority of words are spelled correctly.
The author makes phonetic attempts to spell unknown words (e.g., “Conclushion”).

•

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 5 – The author needs to use a greater variety of connectives to compose longer, more complex
sentences and increase the variety of sentence length and types.
AF 4 – The author needs to work on writing an appropriate closing sentence that effectively summarizes the
main idea for each paragraph.

Comments:

The author demonstrates an understanding of how to connect with the audience, how to utilize a strong writing
voice, how to use short sentences for effect, and how to effectively communicate with their reader. The author
also clearly understands the letter’s objective and organizes his/her work with great effectiveness. To continue
his/her progression through Level 4, the author needs to use a variety of connectives which will help him/her
compose longer, more complex sentences and will increase the variety of sentence length and type within his/her
text. The author also needs to include appropriate closing sentences at the end of each paragraph to effectively
summarize the main ideas. The author may also want to consider using counter-arguments to further support his/
her position.
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Level 4a

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•

•

The author includes three points that go beyond personal reasons, and all of his/her ideas are relevant and
work to persuade the principal to bring computers into the classroom (e.g., children are bored listening to the
teacher, students will learn in an easier way, students will want to come to school). The author also elaborates
on each reason with supporting details.
The author’s individuality and unique voice are evident throughout the majority of the text. The writing is lively,
expressive, and engaging. The overall tone shows that the writer committed to the topic and there is a sense
of enthusiasm.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
•

It is clear that the author understands the purpose for writing and includes persuasive elements and devices that
are intended to convince the reader. The audience is also identified, and the three distinct reasons are attempts
to appeal to the audience’s emotions and values. The author’s voice is convincing and confident.
Persuasive letters don’t typically require a title and therefore this is not an expectation for this piece. The author
does include a heading, a date, a salutation, and a closing, which are expected features of a letter. The letter’s
formatting is accurate and appropriate.
The author understands that supported persuasive arguments are required; however, he/she only uses a few
persuasive devices to help convince the reader. The student uses rhetorical questions that cause the reader to
reflect. Additional persuasive devices, like the inclusion of facts and statistics, would improve the student’s piece.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•

•
•
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In the opening, the author attempts to catch the reader’s attention by using a hooking strategy (e.g., asking a
question) and then clearly states his/her opinion. The author appears to have attempted to give the reader a
“snapshot” of the reasons to be presented (e.g., “are fun to learn with”); however, including the other two reasons
would better connect the opening to the rest of the text.
The author provides relevant, detailed, and logical reasons that support the main ideas.
The author uses a closing that effectively ties the text together by restating the author’s opinion and presenting a
call to action. However, the author does not summarise the main ideas in the closing.

AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs
•

The author relies on simple linking words (e.g., “secondly” and “finally”) and is beginning to use some longer
linking phrases (e.g., “As you can see”).
Paragraphs are well-structured with a topic sentence, supporting details, and the author attempts to write a
closing sentence to finish the paragraph.

•

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•

The author writes in full sentences which are structured properly. He/she confidently uses a variety of simple,
complex, short, and compound sentences with effect.
The author uses some more complex connectives throughout the text, including “whereas” and “because,” but
also uses connectives like “and.”
The author generally uses verb tense appropriately throughout the piece. Future tense can be reviewed with the
author to enhance the piece; for instance, the author could uses the future tense verb “will” to make his/her argument stronger, as “will” indicates a belief in what will actually happen, whereas “would” indicates a hypothesis.

•
•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•
•
•
•

The author uses full stops, question marks, and exclamation marks to accurately punctuate his/her sentences.
The author appropriately uses capital letters to start sentences and to denote proper nouns.
Commas are used to support the letter’s organization, when generating lists, and to appropriately mark clauses.
Quotation marks are not generally an expectation for persuasive letters at this level. Quotation marks can be
used in a letter to cite research directly or to indicate dialogue.
AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary

•
•

The author uses a wide range of vocabulary (e.g., “tremendously,” “thrilled,” “interactive,” “format,” “arise”).
The author uses some words that relate to the persuasive objective and make the author sound confident and
convincing (e.g., “guarantee” and “should”).
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•

Most words in the piece are spelled correctly.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 4 – The author could improve his/her use of linking words and phrases. He/she currently uses simple
linking words (e.g., “Secondly” and “Finally”) which need to develop into longer linking phrases (e.g., “In
addition to students learning in an easier way, students will want to come to school”).
AF 2 – The author should also consider incorporating a wider range of persuasive devices, including facts,
examples, statistics, and counter-arguments.

Comments:

The author possesses a wide ranging vocabulary which is reflected in his/her word choices and overall voice
throughout the piece. The author effectively writes for a specific audience and clearly and precisely communicates
his/her ideas. There is some evidence of a strong knowledge of punctuation, in that he/she is marking advanced
clauses; however, the author could focus on using semi-colons which would prevent some run-on sentences. In
addition, the incorporation of additional persuasive devices, such as facts (e.g., “Research shows that 75% of
students report that they are bored in a teacher directed lesson”). A more structured closing using more advanced
linking words and summarising the main ideas would also help this student move to Level 5.
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Student Samples
Level 5
Level 5

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
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The author includes three points that go beyond personal reasons. All of his/her ideas are relevant and creatively
linked to the topic, which is that children should not be allowed to watch scary movies. The arguments provided
include: children will suffer from sleepless nights, the movies don’t promote independence, and they have a poor
influence on behaviour. The author also elaborates on each reason with sufficient detail.

•

The author’s individuality and unique voice are evident throughout the text. The text is lively, expressive, and
engages the reader with great effectiveness (e.g., “Come on people, get real…”). The author includes questions
in the opening, short sentences for effect (e.g., “Why?” and “Yours and yours alone”), and writes to the audience
in a witty tone that helps to showcase his/her personality. The overall tone reflects the writer’s passion for the
topic and it is easy to see his/her sense of enthusiasm.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
•

The purpose and audience of the text is identified. All three identified arguments would appeal to the audience’s
emotions and values. The author uses several examples that encourage the audience to make connections to
their personal lives and experiences. The author’s voice also exudes confidence and is convincing.
A title, indicating the main idea of the text, is included, although the author could strive to use literary devices
(e.g., alliteration) or adjectives to really spark the reader’s interest.
The author uses many persuasive devices, including rhetorical questions that effectively cause the reader to
reflect, as well as examples, anecdotes, and exaggeration. The student should work towards including facts and
statistics to better engage his/her audience by appealing to their sense of logic.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•

•
•

The author writes a well-developed, detailed opening paragraph that effectively hooks the reader’s attention by
using a series of questions that not only engage the reader, but cause the reader to reflect. The author’s opinion
is clearly stated at the end of the second paragraph and he/she uses the phrase “Where we will explore a few
reasons …” to link the opening to the body of the subsequent text.
The author’s reasons are supported with relevant details in logical order. The author’s voice flows with ease and
precision.
The author uses a well-developed closing that begins with a creative linking phrase, summarises the main ideas/
reasons of the text, and strongly re-states the writer’s opinion. The author also includes a call to action at the end
of the closing (e.g., “Think about the damage you are doing to them and make the right choice”).
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•
•

The author uses well-developed linking phrases to connect with previous and subsequent paragraphs
(e.g., “We will explore a few reasons…” and “In addition to sleepless nights…”).
The author does not use signal words within the paragraphs to introduce supporting details.
The paragraphs are well-structured with a topic sentence; developed, detailed, and relevant supporting details;
and a closing sentence that summarises the topic of the paragraph. The author structures his/her paragraphs
appropriately (e.g., opening, each new reason, closing).
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
•
•
•

The author writes in full sentences, which are structured properly. He/she uses a variety of both simple and
compound sentences and confidently writes longer, complex sentences while using some short sentences for the
purposes of effect and calling the audience to action.
The author uses some more complex connectives throughout the text, including “therefore” and “after all,” but
often relies on more simple connectives such as “and,” “but,” and “when.”
There is some evidence that the author orders his/her sentences in different ways, such as beginning with a
noun, verb, or pronoun (e.g., “Aren’t your parents tired…” vs. “They may not want to get up”). The author often
relies on starting sentences with a noun or pronoun.
The author uses verb tenses appropriately and accurately throughout the text and is able to change tenses
accurately and when necessary.
AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences

•
•
•

The author uses capital letters and punctuation consistently and accurately, including full stops, commas,
exclamation marks, question marks, and apostrophes for contractions.
Although punctuation is not an expected outcome in persuasive writing, the student effectively integrates and
uses quotation marks and related punctuation.
The author uses commas confidently in lists and when marking simple and complex clauses (e.g., “Now, I know
that it is not strange for a child to have natural bad dreams from eating too many smores around the campfire, but
bloody dreams, come on people, get real, and open your eyes for once”).
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AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

With a high degree of effectiveness, the author uses a well-developed vocabulary within the text (e.g.,
“authorization,” “explore,” “inappropriate,” “exhaustion,” “function,” “anxious,” “promote”).
There is some evidence that the author uses persuasive words, but he/she more often uses short sentences that
challenge the audience to make judgments based on the topic (e.g., “In fact, not one bit”). Stronger persuasive
words could be introduced.

•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

All words are spelled correctly.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 2 – The author could improve the piece by including more advanced persuasive devices, such as facts
based on published research (e.g., “Research shows that children that watch horror movies don’t sleep well at
night”) as well as stronger persuasive words.
AF 5 – The author could use more variety in his/her sentences by not always beginning sentences with a noun
or pronoun.

Comments:

The author is secure at Level 5. He/she shows a well-developed vocabulary throughout the entire text and is
able to address the audience with a high degree of effectiveness. Well-developed sentences and paragraphs are
evident and the author expresses him/herself clearly and precisely. To progress in Level 5, the author needs to
include a wider range of persuasive devices, including facts based on research and stronger persuasive words as
well as more complex punctuation like colons and semi-colons.
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Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author’s ideas are specific to the topic and he/she elaborates with relevant and imaginative details. The
details to answer the “who,” “what,” “where,” “when,” “why,” and “how” questions are embedded in the text.
The author’s voice and personality are evident throughout the text. The author has a clearly established personal
style which is evident through several interesting word choices, a variety of sentences, and the way in which the
ideas contained in the text flow smoothly together to effectively hold the reader’s interest. His/her style is unique
compared to how others write and his/her individuality shines through.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

The author’s tone is informative and also portrays the emotions associated with each of the life events described
in the biography. The author is aware of the audience as he/she aims to inform the reader of biographical facts,
yet also maintains an entertaining approach to keep the reader attentive.
The author was not required to write a title for this task as it was a standardised examination; however, it is highly
recommended that students be provided the opportunity to create and write their own titles that cleverly and
creatively allude to the main idea.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•

The author creates a sense of suspense in the opening as a hook to effectively catch the reader’s attention,
making them want to continue reading. Direction to the text is also given through the author’s opening.
The details of the text are ordered in a chronological sequence (expected order for a biography); and through
effective linking phrases, paragraph breaks, and an abundance of detail, the text transitions from one event to the
next smoothly and cohesively.
The author includes a closing paragraph that provides information on the current status of the individual which
is appropriate for a biography. However, to fulfill the Level 5 criteria for a closing, the author should write a deep
reflection, which may include a statement of the individual’s importance or impact on the world, and work towards
connecting the closing to the opening.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author confidently and independently uses several extremely unique longer linking phrases to start/within
paragraphs which effectively show the passing of time and connection of life events.
The author uses indented paragraphs and confidently changes paragraphs appropriately.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•

•
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in full sentences which are often structured correctly; however, the author
relies on using simple and compound sentences and should be encouraged to write longer, more complex
sentences. The author does not purposefully or deliberately craft sentences of varying lengths or change word
order to emphasise meaning and affect the reader.
The author writes in the past tense accurately with the exception of one occasion (e.g., “being call”) and changes
tenses when appropriate, including in the closing which is written in the present.
The author is beginning to use complex connectives (e.g., “since,” “even though,” “while”), but can be introduced
to connectives like “however” and “therefore.”
AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences

•

The author correctly uses capital letters where appropriate and fullstops at the end of each sentence; however,
the text lacks a variety of ending punctuation marks. The author effectively uses ellipses, quotation marks to
denote titles of shows and other places where appropriate, and commas in lists and marking clauses.
AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary

•
•

The author uses a variety of strong adjectives and adverbs throughout the text which create imagery, emotion,
and mood. The author also attempts to use some figurative language to add voice, cohesion, and more
description to the text (e.g., “Tip-toed into the years of 5”).
The author demonstrates strong word choices that are suited to the biography and are deliberately chosen
to have an effect on the reader (e.g., “premiered,” “cultivate,” “tip-toed,” “adored,” “diagnosed,” “fulfilling”).
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AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

Spelling is accurate throughout the text, with few exceptions.
AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation

•

Other presentational features of the text type were not required for this writing task; however, including a timeline
and/or subtitles will make the text more advanced.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•
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AF 5 - Incorporating a wider variety of sentence structures and lengths will help this student progress through
Level 5. The writer needs to craft longer, more complex sentences whilst making deliberate attempts to
change sentence length, structure, and type and sentence word order to increase the variety within the text.
AF 3 – The author can be encouraged to revise the closing to include a deep reflection of the individual and
connection to the opening.

Notes
The previous examples of student writing illustrate persuasive writing; however, it is important to note that all
samples include arguments that support the writer’s opinion. Once writers become familiar with the persuasive
text-type, they can progress to presenting arguments that are for their opinion and also include counter-arguments.
The level 4 sample below effectively demonstrates how an author can include both for and against arguments.

**Students in Year 1 and 2 were not required to write on lines, as recommended by the Senior School Improvement
Officer at the time.
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Introduction to
Recount Writing
Recount Writing (Non-Narrative):

Recounts are used to relate experiences or retell past events. Generally, they aim to inform or entertain and often have
a reflective component. Recounts can be categorized as personal, factual, literary, or imaginative (fictional). The time
span that recounts cover can vary from a small moment to many years, depending on the author’s purpose. Personal
recounts (as well as small moment recounts and literary recounts) retell an activity or experience in which the author
has been personally involved. The primary purpose of this type of recount is to entertain the reader. Personal recounts
may be presented, for example, in the form of an anecdote, a diary or journal entry, or a personal letter. Factual
recounts report the particulars of an occurrence by reconstructing factual information. Autobiographies, biographies,
historical recounts, and accident reports are a few examples of factual recounts, as they are all documents designed
to inform the reader. Imaginative recounts require the writer to apply factual knowledge to an imaginary role in order to
interpret and recount events. Topics like “Diary of a Spider,” “A Day in the Life of an Egyptian,” or “Journal of an Iguana”
are a few examples of imaginative recounts, or recounts in role.
The samples provided in this exemplar document include personal, factual, and imaginative recounts.
The following graphic organisers are examples of prewriting tools that can support students in the planning phase of
writing. The suitability of each graphic organiser will depend on year level and student ability. This is only a sample
and not an exhaustive list of graphic organisers.
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Usually with support, I
give and provide limited
elaboration for at least 3
ideas generally related
to the topic. My details
answer the who, where,
and when questions in
the text.

I give and provide some
elaboration for at least 3
ideas related to the topic.
My details answer most
of the who, where, what,
when, and why questions
in the text.

I give and provide
elaboration for at least 3
ideas related to the topic.
My details answer the
who, where, what, when,
why, and how questions
in the text.

My ideas are specific to
the topic and I elaborate
using relevant,
important details. My
details accurately answer
the who, where, what,
when, why, and how
questions in the text.

My ideas are highly
specific to the topic and
I elaborate appropriately using relevant and
imaginative details.
The details to answer
the who, where, what,
when, why, and how
questions are
embedded in the text.

Usually with support, my
piece of writing includes
unique pictures with
details and/or labels.

My writing is beginning
to sound unique through
my interesting choice of
words, use of
conventions, and/or
presentation.

Hints of my unique voice
are evident throughout
the text (e.g., interesting
use of word choice,
conventions, and/or
presentation) and I
attempt to hold the
reader’s interest.

My unique voice is
evident throughout most
of the text (e.g., my
individuality is present
and my writing sounds
different from the way
others write) and I hold
the reader’s interest.

My unique voice is
evident throughout the
text (e.g., individuality
is present and my
personal style is clearly
established) and I
effectively hold the
reader’s interest.

Usually with support,
my writing has a similar
voice regardless of
audience or purpose.

My writing is beginning
to fit my audience or
purpose in some way
(e.g., the tone is
becoming lively,
humorous, amusing,
animated, or informative,
depending on form).

My writing fits the
audience or purpose
(e.g., the tone is lively,
humorous, amusing,
animated, or informative,
depending on form).

I write with an
understanding of a
specific audience or
purpose (e.g., the tone
is highly lively,
humorous, amusing,
animated or informative,
depending on form).

I write with a strong
sense of a specific
audience or purpose
(e.g., the tone
accurately portrays
true emotion).

Usually with support, my
title is predictable and
directly states the event
(e.g., My Day at the
Beach, Saturday).

My title states the event
and is beginning to catch
the reader’s attention
(e.g., Fantastic Fun at
the Beach).

My title states the event
and catches the reader’s
attention (e.g., A Day to
Remember).

My title catches the
reader’s attention and
alludes to the main idea
of the recount (e.g.,
Close Call).

My title catches the
reader’s attention and
cleverly and creatively
alludes to the main
idea of the recount.

Usually with support, my
opening is a simple, short
statement (e.g., I went to
the beach on Sunday).

My opening shows a
basic attempt to use a
simple “hooking strategy”
followed by a sentence
that provides some more
detail (e.g., Splish splash!
On Saturday, I went to
Morritt’s with my
brother).

My opening has a
“hooking strategy” (e.g.,
dialogue: “Stop right
there!”) followed by
additional details.

My opening paragraph
has a “hooking strategy”
that catches the reader’s
attention (e.g., a flash
forward of the ending)
followed by additional
details to set the context.

My engaging opening
paragraph has a
creative “hooking
strategy” that
effectively catches the
reader’s attention
and is followed by
additional, relevant
details that give
direction to the text.

Usually with support,
My text is in logical order,
my text is ordered in time but may have several
sequence (e.g., may be
gaps.
choppy and
disconnected).

My text contains a series
of events that flow
logically without
noticeable gaps.

My developed text has
a series of connected
events that flow logically.

My well-developed
text has a series of
connected and clear
events that flow
smoothly and logically.

Usually with support,
my closing is a short
personal feeling
sentence (e.g., I loved
the beach that day).

My closing reflects upon
the events and may
include lessons learned
and/or connections
made.

My closing paragraph
reflects upon the events
and includes lessons
learned and/or
connections made.

My detailed closing
paragraph provides a
deep reflection of the
event while also
making a connection
to the opening.

AF3 - Organization

AF2 - Organization & Voice

AF1 - Ideas & Voice

Usually with support,
AFs are evident in some
writing

AFs are evident in some
forms of writing

My closing has two
original thoughts/details
that are related to or are
beginning to reflect upon
the event (e.g., I enjoyed
my time at the beach.
It was a day to
remember!).

AFs are evident in most
forms of writing

AFs are evident across a
range of writing

AFs are evident across
a wide range of writing
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Usually with support, I use
some generic linking words
(e.g., first, then, next, after,
finally).

I use a variety of
generic linking words
(e.g., first, then, next,
after, finally).

I attempt to use more
complex linking words/
phrases (e.g., suddenly,
recently, as soon as, the
following day) to show the
passing of time.

I use complex linking
words/phrases that transition the recount and/or
effectively show the
passing of time (e.g.,
Before we left for the
beach…).

I use a variety of
complex and unique linking
words/phrases that support
cohesion of the text and
effectively transition/show
the passing of time.

Usually with support, I
accurately use return
sweep to organise my
sentences.

I group my ideas into an
opening, a middle, and a
closing.

I attempt to use
paragraphs to group ideas
together and I sometimes
change paragraphs
appropriately (e.g.,
beginning, ending, change
of setting, when a long
time passes, when a new
person speaks).

I use (structured where
appropriate) paragraphs to
group ideas and I change
paragraphs appropriately
(e.g., beginning, ending,
change of setting, when a
long time passes, when a
new person speaks).

I use (structured where
appropriate) paragraphs
and confidently change
paragraphs appropriately.
Within my paragraphs, I
use a range of devices to
support cohesion (e.g.,
connectives, linking words).

Usually with support, I write
most of my thoughts in
sentences.

I write full sentences
that start in a few
different ways (e.g.,
not always with I).

I attempt to write a
variety of sentences (e.g.,
some simple and some
complex).

I write a variety of
sentences (e.g., simple,
complex, long, and/or
short) that are frequently
structured properly.

I write a variety of
properly structured
sentences and I can
deliberately change word
order, length, and type to
emphasise meaning and
affect my reader.

Usually with support, I
Most of the text is written
show a basic awareness
in the simple past tense.
of tense (e.g., generally
written in
simple past tense, although
inconsistencies may be
evident).

I write in the past tense
consistently throughout the
text.

I write in the past tense
consistently throughout
the text and make some
attempt to change tenses
when appropriate (e.g.,
dialogue).

I write in the past tense
consistently throughout the
text and change tenses
when appropriate (e.g.,
dialogue).

Usually with support, I
use at least one basic
connective such as and to
join ideas.

I use more than two
connectives such as if,
when, and/or because.

I use a variety of
complex connectives
such as therefore and/or
however.

I accurately use a wide
variety of complex
connectives to show
relationships between ideas.

Usually with support, I use I use full stops
full stops at the end of most correctly and attempt
of my sentences.
to use exclamation or
question marks.

I use full stops,
exclamation marks, and/or
question marks
consistently at the
end of sentences.

I punctuate the end
of my sentences
accurately throughout the
text and use a
variety of end marks.

I use the full range of
punctuation accurately and
ensure that there is a variety
of punctuation throughout
the text. (e.g., fullstops,
exclamation marks,
question marks, quotation
marks, apostrophes, and/or
brackets).

Usually with support, I start
most of my sentences with
capital letters.

I start my sentences with
capital letters and I’m
beginning to use capital
letters for the beginning
of names.

I use capital letters accuI use capital letters
rately for starting sentences accurately throughout the
and proper nouns.
text.

I use commas in lists and to
mark clauses accurately.

I’m beginning to use
some commas in lists.

I use commas
accurately in lists.

I use commas
accurately in lists and am
beginning to use them to
mark clauses (e.g., at the
end of a linking phrase).

I attempt to use quotation
marks and related
punctuation correctly.

I use quotation marks
and related punctuation
accurately.

AF6 - Conventions

AF5 - Sentence Fluency

AF4 - Organization

Usually with support,
AFs are evident in some
writing
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AFs are evident in
some forms of writing

I use at least two basic
connectives such as
and, but, and/or so to
join two independent
clauses and form a
compound sentence.

AFs are evident in most
forms of writing

AFs are evident across a
range of writing

AFs are evident across a
wide range of writing

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Usually with support, I
use some
basic adjectives.

I use a variety of basic
adjectives.

I use a variety of strong
adjectives throughout the
text (e.g., tiny, enormous,
freezing, boiling, bitter).

Throughout the text, I use
descriptive and figurative
language (e.g., similes
or alliteration) to “show”
rather than “tell” the
reader (e.g., I bounced
merrily through the
garden like a basketball
dribbling down the court).

Throughout the text, I
use descriptive and
figurative language to
create strong, fresh and
vivid images that allow
the reader to visualise.

Usually with support, I
use some simple action
verbs (e.g., I saw, I went,
I did).

I use a variety of action
verbs (e.g., I played, I
watched, I used).

I attempt to use a variety
of interesting action verbs
and adverbs (e.g.,
travelled, glimpsed,
quickly, gently).

I use a broad range of
interesting action verbs
and adverbs throughout
text.

I confidently use a
broad range of
interesting action verbs
and adverbs throughout
the text to describe
meaning, mood, or
emotion.

Usually with support, I
use simple vocabulary
and repeat key words.

I make some
adventurous word
choices.

I attempt to make
powerful word choices
that energise my writing
(e.g., The wind sent chills
up my spine).

I make powerful word
choices that energise my
writing and have an effect
on my reader (e.g.,
deliberate attempt to
choose the best word
instead of the first word
that comes to mind).

I demonstrate a wide
vocabulary when
making powerful word
choices that energise
my writing and have
an effect on my reader
(e.g., precisely chosen
words suited to the
topic).

Usually with support, I
show awareness of the
sounds formed by
different letters and
groups of letters (e.g.,
some high frequency
words are spelled
correctly and
phonetically plausible
attempts are made).

I usually spell simple,
monosyllabic words
correctly, and where
there are inaccuracies,
the alternative is
phonetically plausible.

I can spell simple mono
and polysyllabic words
correctly.

I can spell polysyllabic
words that conform to
regular patterns.

Spelling is accurate
throughout the text.

Usually with support,
I use the word wall for
tricky words.

I use the word wall for
tricky words.

With limited errors, I use
a spelling resource for
unknown words.

I use a spelling resource
for unknown words.

Usually with support,
I correctly place most
letters on the line and I
use spaces between my
words.

I can correctly place my
letters on the line, use
spaces between my
words, and my letters
are orientated and sized
accurately.

Usually with support, I
may include basic
presentation features of
the text type (e.g., a simple illustration or picture).

I may include
presentation features
of the text type (e.g.,
an illustration or picture
related to the recount).

I may include
presentation features
of the text type that are
suitable to the recount
and begin to enrich the
text (e.g., illustrations,
pictures, changes in font
type or size, etc.).

I may include
presentation features
of the text type that are
suitable to the recount
and enrich the text (e.g.,
illustrations, pictures,
timelines, captions,
changes in font type or
size, etc.).

AF9 - Presentation

AF8 - Conventions

AF7- Word Choice

Usually with support,
AFs are evident in some
writing

AFs are evident in some
forms of writing

AFs are evident in most
forms of writing

AFs are evident across a
range of writing

AFs are evident across
a wide range of writing

I may include
presentation features
of the text type that are
suitable to the recount
for a particular effect
(e.g., illustrations,
pictures, timelines,
captions, changes in
front type or size, etc.)
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Student Samples
Level 1
Students working within Level 1 are expected to meet criteria, usually with support.

Level 1c
In The beginning.
I wet to ThE bist!
Nest I putmy sit.
then I wet in The wot.
LastI wet hom.
Interpretation:
In the beginning
I went to the beach!
Next I put on my suit.
Then I went in the water.
Last I went home.

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides three ideas (e.g., put on suit, went in the water, went home) that are generally related to
the small moment. There is no evidence of elaboration for any of the ideas. The details answer the “who” and
“where” questions, but not the “when.”
The author attempts to show his/her unique voice through pictures; however, more details and/or labels are
needed to demonstrate the writer’s individuality.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
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The piece of writing does not seem to be directed to a specific audience and the author’s voice is similar to what
one would expect if the author was writing within another text type. For instance, the sentences are similar to
what would be written in a procedural text.
The author does not include a title.

AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events
•

The piece has a short opening that states where the author went (e.g., “In the beginning, I went to the beach”);
however, the phrase “In the beginning” does not provide the reader with information regarding the time of the
event.
A phrase like “On Saturday” would be more appropriate for recount writing.
The details of the event are ordered logically and appropriately, but seem choppy due to the lack of elaboration
and detail.
There is no evidence of a closing in the text, such as a personal feeling statement (e.g., “I had fun at the beach”)

•
•

AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs
•
•

The author uses simple, generic linking words (e.g., next, then, last).
The author does not yet use return sweep as every individual sentence begins on a new line.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in short yet full sentences.
The author uses the simple past tense appropriately throughout the text; however, it’s noted that he/she heavily
relies on “went.”
There is no evidence of connectives used within the text.

•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•

The author shows an awareness of full stops; however, they are placed at the end of each line regardless of
whether or not it is actually the end of a complete sentence (e.g., “In the beginning”).
The author seems aware that sentences should begin with capital letters; however, he/she has yet to use capital
letters to begin all sentences. Capital letters are also inappropriately placed within sentences.

•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

The author does not include any adjectives. The author can work towards describing his/her bathing suit
(e.g., “pink bathing suit”) and water (e.g., “cold water”).
The author relies on the simple verb “went” throughout the text.
The author uses simple vocabulary (e.g., “went,” “put,” “beach,” “water,” and other high frequency words).

•
•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

Most high frequency words are spelled correctly (e.g., “the,” “to,” “in,” “then”) and some phonetically plausible
attempts are made for unknown words (e.g., “hom” = home). The words “bist” (beach) and “wot” (water)
demonstrate the need for additional instruction in making phonetically plausible attempts.
The author may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.

•

AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation
•

As specified in the Ministry’s handwriting policy, the author was not required to write on lines. The author
inconsistently spaces words and sometimes reverses letters.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 4 – Effectively using return sweep instead of listing one event per line will help this author improve. The
teacher can model return sweep during interactive writing lessons which can then be practiced by the author
in guided writing sessions, followed by independent application.
AF 6 – Using full stops appropriately at the end of each sentence instead of at the end of each line will help
this author progress through Level 1 objectives.
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Level 1b
In The beginning I
go to the Pool. Then,
my mom wus dear.
after that, I has fun
in the Pool. Then, I went
home!
Interpretation:
In the beginning I
went to the pool. Then,
my mom was there.
After that, I had fun
in the pool. Then, I went
home!

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author attempts to provide three ideas, but they are loosely related to the topic of going to the pool (e.g.,
the author does not tell about the events that occurred). There is no evidence of elaboration in any of the
ideas. The details answer the “who” and “where” questions, but not the “when.”
There are no pictures to help the author express his/her unique voice and individuality.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

The piece of writing does not seem to be directed towards a specific audience and the author’s voice is similar
to what one would expect if the author was writing within another text type.
The author does not include a title.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•

The piece has a short opening that states where the author went (e.g., “In the beginning, I go to the pool”);
however, the phrase “In the beginning” does not provide the reader with information regarding the time of the
event. A phrase like “Yesterday morning” would be more appropriate for recount writing.
As the details do not describe the occurrences of the small moment, the text is not ordered sequentially. Due
to the lack of elaboration, the text seems choppy.
There is no evidence of a closing in the text, such as a personal feeling statement (e.g., “I loved being at
the pool”).
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author attempts to use simple, generic linking words (e.g., “then,” “after that”) but could expand to such
words as “first,” “next,” or “finally.
The author effectively uses return sweep to organise his/her sentences.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
•
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in short yet full sentences.
The author does not yet show a consistent awareness of the simple past tense. Instead of writing “I went,”
he/she writes “I go.” Instead of writing “I had,” he/she writes “I has.”
There is no evidence of connectives used within the text.
AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences

•
•
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The author correctly uses full stops and an exclamation mark at the end of each sentence.
The author seems aware that capital letters should begin sentences; however, he/she has yet to use capital
letters to begin all sentences. The word “I” is always capitalised. Capital letters are sometimes inappropriately
placed within sentences.

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•
•

The author does not include any adjectives. The author can work towards describing the pool (e.g., huge pool).
Although not always written in the appropriate tense, the author uses some simple action verbs (e.g., went, was,
had).
The author uses simple vocabulary (e.g., “went,” “was,” “pool,” “fun,” and other high frequency words).

•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

Most high frequency words are spelled correctly (e.g., “the,” “to,” “in,” “then,” “my”) and some phonetically
plausible attempts are made for unknown words (e.g., “wus” = was).
The author may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.

•

AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation
•

As specified in the Ministry’s handwriting policy, the author was not required to write on lines. The author’s
spacing is generally consistent; however, there are a few instances in which words are placed too closely
together.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•

•

AF 3 – To improve organisation, the author should work towards including opening and closing sentences. The
opening sentence should set the context for the small moment and provide the reader with some information
regarding the “who,” “what,” and/or “where” questions (e.g., “I went to the pool on Sunday”). A personal feeling
statement is an appropriate closing for Level 1 writers (e.g., “I really liked the pool”).
AF 2 –The inclusion of a title would improve the author’s overall achievement. A Level 1 title is generally
predictable and usually directly states the small moment (e.g., “At the Pool”).
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Level 1a
Saturday
In the beginning I got up
and wocht tv. After that I played
with my pretty dola. I plat her
here. Then my mom came
home.
In The end my mom heleped
me with my homewrok.
I liked this day! The end.
Interpretation:
In the beginning I got up
and watched T.V. After that I played
with my pretty dolly. I platted her
hair. Then my mom came
home.
In the end my mom helped
me with my homework.
I liked this day! The end.

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides three ideas related to the topic. The author is beginning to provide additional detail and
elaboration (e.g., After that I played with my dolly. I platted her hair). Limited details are given to answer the
“where” and “when” questions, but the text accurately answers “who.”
The author is beginning to express his/her individuality through the included pictures.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

The piece of writing does not seem to be directed to a specific audience and the author’s voice is similar to what
one would expect if the author was writing within another text type.
The author’s title directly states the event (e.g., “Saturday”).
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•

The text does not include an opening sentence, but attempts to indicate an opening with the phrase “In the
beginning.” A sentence like “Saturday was a great day!” would be more appropriate for recount writing and would
help the author’s achievement.
The details of the text are ordered in time sequence.
The author includes a short sentence that expresses his/her personal feeling about the event (e.g., “I liked this
day!”).
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author uses simple, generic linking words (e.g., “after that,” “in the end”) to signal the passage of time and
organise events effectively.
The author effectively uses return sweep to organise his/her sentences and appears to group each event and the
closing.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
•
•
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The author writes his/her thoughts in short yet full sentences and is starting to begin sentences in a variety of
ways (e.g., “I played…,” “I plated…,” “My mom …”).
Most of the text is written in the simple past tense.
“And” is used as a connective to join two events (e.g., “I got up and watched T.V.”); however, the author does not
yet use “and” as a connective to join two independent clauses to make a compound sentence.

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•
•

The author correctly uses full stops and an exclamation mark at the end of each sentence.
The author consistently begins sentences with capital letters and uses a capital “I” in all instances. The author
misuses capitals a minimal number of times (e.g., “In The end…”).
AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary

•

The author is beginning to include some simple adjectives in his/her writing (e.g., “Pretty dolly”); however, more
emphasis on including describing words will help with the author’s overall effect.
The author effectively uses a variety of action verbs (e.g., “watched,” “played,” “plated,” “helped”).
The author relies on simple vocabulary and high frequency words.

•
•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

Most high frequency words are spelled correctly and phonetically plausible attempts are made for unknown
words. The text is understandable and readable.
The author may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.

•

AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation
•

As specified in the Ministry’s handwriting policy, the author was not required to write on lines. Word spacing is
appropriate throughout the majority of the text; however, in a few instances, the spacing is inconsistent and the
author places words too closely together.
The author includes a simple illustration that shows two of the events he/she writes about.

•

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 3 – The author should include a separate opening sentence that sets the context for the small moment
(e.g., “Saturday was a fantastic day”).
AF 7 – The author should incorporate additional basic adjectives into the text to expand vocabulary and word
choice.
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Student Samples
Level 2
Level 2c

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides four ideas related to the event of going to New York. The author has yet to include some
elaboration for any of the events. The opening and details of the text answer the “who,” “where,” and “what”
questions; however, details to answer “when” and “why” are not provided.
The author expresses his/her individuality and writer’s voice through the included detailed pictures as well as
with interesting word choice and phrases (e.g., “I had the best sleep of my life”).
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

The author attempts to connect with the reader; however, it is unclear if this text is directed towards a specific
audience. The author’s tone is becoming lively and energetic, showcasing the excitement of the real event.
The author’s title is predictable and directly states the event (e.g. “New York Trip”). It has yet to catch the
reader’s attention.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•
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The author attempts to include a simple hooking strategy (e.g., asking a question), followed by two sentences of
detail, providing the reader with a context of the recount.
The details of the text are ordered in logical sequence, but large gaps in time exist which makes the text choppy.
The author includes a short sentence that expresses his/her personal feeling about the event (e.g., “I love my
mommy for taking me to New York”).

AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs
•

The author uses simple, generic linking words (e.g., “first,” “then,” “next,” “finally”) to signal the passage of time
and organise the events effectively.
The author effectively uses return sweep to organise his/her sentences, but needs to work towards grouping his/
her ideas by beginning, middle, and end.

•

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in short yet full sentences, but still begins sentences in the same way
(e.g., the word “I” always follows the linking word).
The text is written in simple past tense and the author demonstrates understanding of regular and irregular past
tense verbs.
“And” is used as a connective to join two adjectives (e.g., “huge and fast”); however, the author does not yet use
“and” as a connective to join two independent clauses to make a compound sentence (e.g., “Then I went
shopping and I bought new clothes”).

•
•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•

The author correctly uses full stops or an exclamation mark at the end of each sentence, but is not yet familiar
with questions marks (as is required in the opening hook).
The author consistently begins all sentences with capital letters and generally uses a capital “I” when necessary.
The author is beginning to use capital letters for proper nouns, like “New York;” however, more instruction on this
would improve accuracy.
In this text, the author has not demonstrated an understanding of commas. List making to add detail and use
commas could be introduced (e.g., “Then I went shopping and I bought shirts, pants, and shoes”).

•
•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

The author uses a variety of basic adjectives to add detail and voice to his/her writing (e.g., “fantastic,” “huge,”
“fast,” “delicious,” “best”).
The author relies on simple action verbs (e.g., “got,” “went,” “had,” “was”).
The author relies on simple vocabulary to express ideas, but is beginning to incorporate a few adventurous word
choices (e.g., “delicious,” “fantastic”).

•
•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

Most high frequency words are spelled correctly and phonetically plausible attempts are made for unknown
words. Additional review of vowels (e.g., double vowels “ee,” silent E in “huge” and “plane”) will help this author’s
spelling improve.
He/she may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.

•

AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation
•

As specified in the Ministry’s handwriting policy, the author was not required to write on lines . Words are spaced
appropriately and consistently throughout the text.
The author includes a simple illustration that shows all of the details that he/she writes about.

•

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•

•

AF 1 – Adding more detail by elaborating on each event will help this author progress through Level 2. The
author should include at least one sentence of detail following the sentence that introduces the event (e.g.,
“First I got to go on a huge and fast plane. I sat beside mommy and we watched a movie. Then I went
shopping...”).
AF 5 – The author should be encouraged to combine sentences by using connectives such as “and,” “but,”
and “so” to compose compound sentences. The author should also experiment with starting his/her sentences
in a few different ways. A greater amount of detailed elaboration will also result in higher achievement.
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Level 2b

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•

•

The author provides four ideas related to the event of going to the beach. The author is beginning to provide
some elaboration for a few of his/her details (e.g., “After school I asked my dad if I could go to the beach. He
said yes so off we went to the beach”). The opening and details of the text answer the “who,” “where,” “what,”
and “when” questions; however, details to answer “why” are not provided.
The author has yet to find a unique writer’s voice.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

The author attempts to connect with the reader; however, it is unclear if this text is directed to a specific audience.
The opening and closing of the text are beginning to showcase the author’s enthusiasm for the event; however,
the details are lacking an animated or amusing tone.
The author’s title is predictable and directly states the event (e.g., “A Day at the Beach”). It has yet to catch the
reader’s attention.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•

The author does not attempt to use a simple hooking strategy, like asking a question or using a noisy word;
however, he/she does provide details and sets a context for the recount with a simple sentence (e.g., “I had the
most amazing day at the beach!”).
The details of the text are ordered in logical sequence, and with the effective using of linking words and phrases
to show the passing of time, the details of the event are beginning to connect smoothly.
The author includes a short sentence that expresses his/her personal feeling about the event (e.g., “I had the
best day ever!”).
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•
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The author uses a combination of simple, generic linking words (e.g., “first” and “then”) and longer linking
phrases (e.g., “so off we went to the beach” and “at the beach”) to signal the passage of time, organise his/her
events effectively, and add cohesiveness to the text.
The author effectively groups his/her ideas into a beginning (opening), middle (details), and end (closing).

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in full sentences. Although the author often relies on beginning his/her
sentences with “I” (after the linking word or phrase), he/she is beginning to use a few other ways to start
sentences (e.g., “He said..,” “Soon it was…”).
The majority of the text is written in simple past tense and the author demonstrates understanding of regular and
irregular past tense verbs. Some inconsistencies exist with the insertion of “had” before a verb (e.g., “I had built a
sandcastle”).
The author uses a few connectives, including “so” and “if,” and is beginning to write compound sentences.
Instruction may be required on forming compound sentences using a connective such as “and.” The longer and
additional compound sentences will help this author’s level of attainment.

•
•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•
•

The author correctly uses full stops or an exclamation mark at the end of each sentence.
The author consistently begins all sentences with capital letters and uses a capital “I” in all instances. The misuse
of capital letters within sentences is a target for this author and can be addressed through guided and modeled
writing sessions.
In this text, the author has not demonstrated an understanding of commas. List making to add detail and the
use of commas could be introduced to the author (e.g., “Then I played games like tag, football, and cricket at the
beach with my brother and sister”).

•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

The author uses limited adjectives in his/her writing and only uses simple adjectives in the opening and closing
(e.g., “the most amazing day,” “the best day”).
The author relies on simple action verbs (e.g., “had,” “went”) and is starting to use some more descriptive verbs
(e.g., “built,” “played”).
The author relies on simple vocabulary to express ideas and adventurous word choices are limited in the text.

•
•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

Many high frequency words are spelled correctly; however, attempts like “kod” (could) and “eff” need to be
reviewed with the author. The above words could be added to the classroom and/or individual word walls to
provide support. The suffix “er” also needs to be reviewed with the author. Phonetically plausible attempts are
made for unknown words like “sankasol” – sandcastle.
He/she may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.

•

AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation
•

For the majority of the text, the author writes on the lines appropriately and letters are generally of a consistent
size. The double “f” in the words “eff” and “off” need to be addressed with the author. Word spacing is consistent
throughout the text.
Other presentational features of the text type were not required for this writing task.

•

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 7 – The addition of more adjectives and stronger word choices will help this author’s writing improve.
Additional adjectives will also help to add a sense of voice and individuality to the text.
AF 3 – Although the author includes an opening in his/her text, it is a short, simple sentence and the
addition of a simple “hook” to grab the reader’s attention will help the author progress through Level 2.
Creating a “hook,” like asking a question or using a noisy word/list of adjectives, should be introduced to
the author through modeled, shared, or guided writing sessions.
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Level 2a

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•

•

The author provides more than three ideas related to his/her life. The author is beginning to provide some
elaboration for a few of his/her details, particularly in the last half of the middle section (e.g., “Next I started
Year 1 at East End Primary and this school is nice. I learned how to read and I made great, nice friends”). The
opening and details of the text
answer the “who,” “where,” “what,” and “when” questions that are applicable to this form of recount writing.
Through the use of interesting conventions (e.g., punctuation marks), the writing is beginning to sound unique
in the opening and closing ; however, more interesting word choices and conventions are needed in the body
to make the piece unique and showcase the author’s individuality.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

The author draws in the audience with a question in the opening and showcases a sense of enthusiasm in the
closing of the text. The author maintains an informative tone throughout the text, but can add liveliness with
additional details and interesting word choices.
The author’s title is predictable and directly states the writing form (e.g., “My Autobiography”). It has yet to catch
the reader’s attention and doesn’t introduce the person in an interesting way.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•
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The author uses a simple hooking strategy (e.g., asking a question) to get the reader’s attention and
subsequently provides some additional detail appropriate for an opening of an autobiography.
The details of the text are ordered in chronological sequence, but gaps in time exist which make the text
sound choppy.
The author includes a closing with two supporting details that are appropriate for an autobiography.

AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs
•

The author relies on simple, generic linking words (e.g., “then,” “next,” and “after that”) to signal the passage of
time and transition into the next life event.
The author effectively groups his/her ideas into a beginning (opening), a middle (details), and an end (closing).

•

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in full sentences. In the opening and closing, the author starts his/her
sentences in a few different ways, but in the body, he/she relies on beginning sentences with “I” (after the linking
word or phrase). Continued instruction on beginning sentences in different ways will help this author to improve.
The majority of the text is written in simple past tense and the author demonstrates understanding of regular and
irregular past tense verbs. Some inconsistencies exist with the insertion of “had” before a verb (e.g., “I had got a
prize”) and changes in verb tense.
The author confidently writes compound sentences by using “and” and “so” to connect two independent clauses
(e.g., “I learned how to read and I made great, nice friends”). The author is also beginning to write longer, more
complex sentences (e.g., “After that I went to Year 2 and had got a prize at NCFA so my mummy was proud of
me”).

•
•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•

The author correctly uses fullstops , exclamation marks, or question marks at the end of each sentence and
where appropriate.
The author consistently begins all sentences with capital letters and uses a capital “I” in all instances. The author
also uses capital letters for most proper nouns (e.g., “Grand Cayman” and “December”) but not yet for acronyms.
The author uses a comma in a short list of adjectives.

•
•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

The author uses a variety of simple, basic adjectives (e.g., “nice,” “great,” and “amazing”); however, the author
has yet to experiment with more interesting descriptive words. Adding more adjectives would improve the piece.
The author includes a variety of action verbs (e.g., “walked,” “talked,” “learned,” and “went”).
The author relies on simple vocabulary to express his/her ideas and adventurous word choices are lacking in the
text.

•
•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•
•

Overall, spelling is accurate throughout the text.
The author may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.
AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation

•
•

The author writes on the lines and letters are formed, oriented, and sized correctly. Words are spaced accurately.
Other presentational features of the text type were not required for this writing task.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 7 – The addition of more adjectives and stronger word choices will help this author’s writing improve.
Additional adjectives will also help to add a sense of voice and individuality to the text.
AF 2 – Encouraging the author to develop a creative title that catches the reader’s attention will improve this
text. A more appropriate title for an autobiography would introduce the person or something relevant to him/her
and may include a literary device like alliteration (e.g., “Marvelous Michael: The Life Story”).
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Student Samples
Level 3
Level 3c

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides at least three ideas that are related to the topic and have sufficient elaboration. The
opening and details of the text answer the “who,” “where,” “what,” “when,” and “how” questions and provide
enough information for the reader to infer the “why.”
Interesting word choices and phrases (e.g., “killer wasp,” “all thanks to the wasp and rock,” and “screamed
so loud”) as well as conventions (e.g., internal thoughts using dialogue like “Splash!” and “I was scared!”)
allow the author’s unique voice and individuality to come through the text. His/her description of emotions and
thoughts throughout the text also add voice.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
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The author draws in the audience with a question in the opening. The tone is lively and animated throughout the
text and the author is aware that he/she is writing to an audience and attempts to keep the reader’s attention
throughout the piece.

AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events
•

The author uses a simple hooking strategy (e.g., asking a question) to get the reader’s attention and
subsequently provides some additional detail to introduce the context of the recount and create suspense,
making the reader want to continue.
The details of the text are ordered logically and help to make the text flow with minimal gaps.
The author includes a short closing that reflects upon the event and states the lesson learned.

•
•

AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs
•

The author relies on simple, generic linking words (e.g., “first,” “then,” and/or “finally”) to signal the passage of
time and to transition into the next detail. Longer linking phrases would help to make the text more cohesive.
The author effectively groups his/her ideas into a beginning (opening), a middle (details), and an end (closing);
however, he/she should separate the middle into more than one paragraph.

•

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in full sentences. In several instances, the author starts his/her sentences in
a few different ways, but in the body, he/she relies on beginning with “I” (after the linking word or phrase). The
author is beginning to use some short sentences for effect (e.g., “Splash!” and “I was scared!”).
The majority of the text is written in simple past tense and the author demonstrates an understanding of regular
and irregular past tense verbs. Some inconsistencies exist with the insertion of “had” before a verb (e.g., “I had
fell in”). The author changes to present tense appropriately when using dialogue (e.g., “Am I swimming?”) and in
the closing which is a reflection from the present time.
The author confidently writes compound sentences by using “and” and “but” to connect two independent clauses
(e.g., “I thought I wouldn’t make it but all of a sudden I was floating”). The author is also beginning to write longer,
more complex sentences.

•

•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•

The author correctly uses fullstops , exclamation marks, or question marks at the end of each sentence and
where appropriate.
The author consistently begins all sentences with capital letters and uses a capital “I” in all instances.
The author is beginning to use commas to mark clauses, as he/she marks the clause after each linking word.
There is no evidence of a list within this text.
The author attempts to use quotation marks to show internal thoughts, but does not use closing quotation marks.

•
•
•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•
•
•

The author uses some strong adjectives (e.g., “scared,” “confident,” and “killer”).
The author includes a variety of action verbs and is working towards using adverbs (e.g., “quickly”).
Although phrases like, “I thought I wouldn’t make it” energise the text, the author does not make powerful word
choices and relies on ordinary vocabulary.
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•

Overall, spelling is generally accurate throughout the text. Some review of “ed” endings and double vowel
combinations will help to improve the overall accuracy.
The author may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.

•

AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation
•

Other presentational features of the text type were not required for this writing task.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 4 – Presently, the author organises his/her writing into a beginning, a middle, and an end. To progress
through Level 3, the author should be introduced to paragraphing and when to change paragraphs, particularly
for the middle section.
AF 6 – The correct use of quotation marks and related punctuation will allow the author to achieve a higher level
in writing.
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Level 3b

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides and elaborates upon at least three ideas that are all related to the topic. The opening and
details of the text answer the “who,” “where,” “what,” “when,” “how,” and “why” questions.
Interesting word choices and phrases (e.g., “toasty” and “Yum, Yum!”) and conventions (e.g., dialogue) allow
the author’s unique voice and individuality to start coming through the text.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

The author remains in role as the iguana throughout the text. The tone is amusing enough for the reader to want
to continue reading.
The author’s title states the context and is an adaptation from a mentor text.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•

The author uses a more complex hooking strategy of dialogue to get the reader’s attention and subsequently
provides some additional detail to introduce the context and purpose of the text. The reader is left wondering
whose perspective the recount will be written from.
The details of the text are ordered logically and the text flows.
The author includes a short closing that briefly summarises the text.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author uses a combination of simple, generic linking words (e.g., “next” and “finally”) and longer linking
phrases (e.g., “to start my day,” “after breakfast,” “later that day”) to signal the passage of time and transition into
the next detail.
The author is beginning to use paragraphs appropriately and understands that he/she must change paragraphs
for the opening and closing and to indicate a significant passage of time.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•

•
•
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The author writes his/her thoughts in full sentences. In a few instances, the author starts his/her sentences in a
few different ways, but in the body, he/she generally relies on beginning sentences with “I” (after the linking word
or phrase). Further instruction on beginning sentences in different ways will help this author achieve more. The
author is beginning to use a combination of simple and complex sentences and short sentences for effect
(e.g., “Yum, yum!”).
The author writes in the past tense accurately and appropriately changes tenses when necessary.
The author uses connectives like “and” and “so.”

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•
•
•

The author correctly uses fullstops or exclamation marks at the end of each sentence and where appropriate.
The author consistently begins all sentences with capital letters and uses a capital “I” in all instances.
The author is beginning to use commas to mark clauses, as he/she marks the clause after each linking phrase
and uses commas in a list (e.g., “Yum, yum!”).
The author uses punctuation marks and related punctuation marks correctly.

•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

The author uses a variety of strong adjectives (e.g., “delicious,” “nice,” “toasty,” “sweaty,” “plenty,” and “tired”)
throughout the text.
The author includes a variety of action verbs and is working towards using adverbs (e.g., “carefully”).
There is evidence that the author has thought about his/her word choices. For example, he/she uses “munch”
instead of “eat” and “toasty” instead of “hot.”

•
•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•
•

Overall, spelling is accurate throughout the text.
The author may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.
AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation

•

Other presentational features of the text type were not required for this writing task.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•

•

AF 7 – The author is beginning to show awareness of adverbs and has included one example in the text.
Adding more adverbs will help this author to continue his/her progression through Level 3 and into Level 4.
In a conference setting, the teacher can focus on revising the text with the author to include more adverbs.
For example, how did the rooster yell? The rooster yelled loudly/fiercely/suddenly/aggressively, etc.
AF 3 – A longer, more developed closing that is more reflective of the iguana’s day or states the lesson
learned will help the author progress. Additional details will help the author to produce more of a closing
paragraph instead of just a closing sentence.
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Level 3a

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides and sufficiently elaborates upon at least three ideas that are all related to the individual.
The opening, details, and closing of the text answer the “who, “where,” “what,” “when,” “how,” and “why”
questions.
The author’s individuality and unique writer’s voice are apparent in the opening of the text as he/she attempts to
create suspense; however, this trait is not maintained throughout the entire text.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

The author uses an “expert” tone throughout the text and focuses on informing the reader about the
individual’s life.
The author’s title states the name of the individual in the biography and attempts to catch the reader’s attention
with the phrase “Life Saver.”
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•

The author uses a hooking strategy (asking a question to get the reader’s attention), followed by additional
sentences that provide details about the individual in the biography.
The details of the text are ordered chronologically and the text flows.
The author includes a suitable biographical closing that summarises the individual’s impact on society and tells
what the individual is presently doing.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•

The author generally uses longer linking phrases to signal the passage of time and to transition into the next
detail (e.g., “a few months after,” “when Ayesha grew up,” and “her father eventually”).
The author is beginning to use paragraphs appropriately and changes paragraphs for the opening and closing
and when a long time has passed. The paragraph explaining the individual’s childhood could be broken into
additional paragraphs with more detail of those periods of her life.
AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect

•
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The author writes his/her thoughts in full sentences. In a few instances, the author starts his/her sentences in a
few different ways, but generally relies on beginning the sentence with the name of the individual or pronoun.
Further instruction on beginning sentences in different ways will help this author achieve more. The author can
also work towards inserting sentences of differing lengths for more variety.

•
•

The author writes in the past tense accurately and appropriately changes tenses when necessary.
The author uses connectives like “and,” “because,” and “when
AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences

•

The author correctly uses fullstops or question marks at the end of each sentence and where appropriate.
Exclamation marks are not evident and could be inserted to increase the variety of punctuation used.
The author consistently begins all sentences with capital letters and uses capitals appropriately for all proper
nouns, including titles.
The author uses commas to mark simple and complex clauses. The author could include a list with commas to
add more detail and adjectives to the text (e.g., when describing Ayesha in the closing paragraph: “Ayesha is a
very brave, determined, and intelligent person”).
The author does not include quotation marks in this text.

•
•
•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

The author uses a variety of strong adjectives throughout the text (e.g., “brave,” “determined,” “best,” “horrible,”
“run down,” “mean,” and “tough”).
The author includes a variety of action verbs and some adverbs (e.g., “carefully,” “quickly,” and “eventually”).
There is evidence that the author has thought about his/her word choices. For example, he/she uses “journeyed”
instead of “went,” “awarded” instead of “given,” as well as “inspired” and “abroad.”

•
•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

Generally, the author’s spelling is accurate throughout the text; however, there are some inaccuracies present.
Incorrect words should be added to the author’s individual word wall.
He/she may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.

•

AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation
•

Other presentational features of the text type were not required for this writing task.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 6 – To progress to Level 4, the author should be encouraged to add quotation marks to his/her text.
This may include dialogue or a famous quote from the biographical figure.
AF 4 – Although the author has started to organise his/her ideas into paragraphs, he/she has yet to
demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of when to change paragraphs. The paragraph about the
individual’s childhood could be broken into several paragraphs as large amounts of time pass in several
instances. Changing paragraphs at those times and adding more detail will help the author continue to
improve.
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Student Samples
Level 4
Level 4c

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author effectively answers the “who,” “what,” “where,” “when,” and “why” questions using relevant details
specific to the singing event.
The author focuses on providing the reader with facts and details of the singing event. Their individuality and
writer’s voice does not shine through.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•
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The author successfully writes to a specific audience with the appropriate tone of a news article.
Although the title is typical of what is generally seen in newspapers, the author could attempt to catch the reader’s
attention with a more creative title that could incorporate figurative language (e.g., “Singing Students Sounded
Like Saints”).

AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events
•

The opening of the text reflects the structure of an opening for a newspaper article, answering the “who,” “what,”
“where,” “when,” and “why” questions; however, the author does not capture the reader’s attention with a
hooking strategy.
Text details are ordered logically through linking phrases that allow the text to flow together without
noticeable gaps.
The author includes a short closing that briefly summarises the text; however, a closing that incorporates a
quotation from one of the guests would have been more appropriate.

•
•

AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs
•

The author uses longer linking phrases (e.g., “to begin,” “when they arrived,” and “after Clifton Hunter finished”)
to show the passage of time and to seamlessly connect the events.
The author effectively and appropriately uses indented paragraphs and shows an understanding of when to
change paragraphs.

•

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in full sentences; however, he/she depends on long, complex sentences and
there is little diversity in sentence length. Adding some short sentences would add more variety to the author’s
text and have a greater effect on the reader.
The author accurately writes in the past tense and appropriately changes tenses when necessary
(e.g., within dialogue).
The author uses a variety of connectives like “and,” “as,” “while,” and “although.”

•
•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•
•

The author correctly uses fullstops or exclamation marks at the end of each sentence and where appropriate.
The author consistently begins all sentences with capital letters, uses a capital “I” in all instances, and uses
capital letters for all proper nouns.
The author consistently uses commas to mark clauses throughout the text.
The author uses quotation marks and related punctuation marks correctly.

•
•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

The author uses a variety of strong adjectives (e.g., “awe,” “talented,” “great,” “nervous,” “lovely,” “beautiful”)
throughout the text.
The author includes a variety of action verbs; however, he/she does not include adverbs.
The author uses ordinary vocabulary to express ideas. There is limited evidence of strong word choices and
no attempts are made to select more interesting words instead of the first word that comes to mind.

•
•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•
•

Overall, spelling is accurate throughout the text.
The author may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall.
AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation

•

Other presentational features of the text type were not required for this writing task.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•

•

AF 1 – The author’s unique voice and individuality can be expressed through more interesting word choices,
conventions, and shorter sentences for effect. Using mentor texts that demonstrate a particular voice trait will
help the author to understand writing voice. The author should aim to sound unique when compared to the way
others write.
AF 5 – Incorporating a wider variety of sentence structures and lengths will help this student progress through
Level 4. The use of a variety of sentence types will also help to maintain the reader’s attention throughout the
text. The author can revise the current text and add a few short sentences or change longer sentences into
multiple short sentences.
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Level 4b

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides and sufficiently elaborates upon at least three ideas related to the event. The opening
and details of the text answer the “who,” “where,” “what,” “when,” “how,” and “why” questions.
The author’s voice is evident through the use of interesting word choices, conventions (e.g., some dialogue),
and an abundance of details. His/her style is unique compared to how others write and his/her individuality
shines through.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

The author’s tone is lively and amusing throughout the text and is reflective of a conversation, which is
appropriate for a personal recount. He/she interjects humour at particular points for effect. The author is aware
of the audience and he/she aims to entertain with details and personal feelings.
The title directly states the event and leaves little for the reader to wonder about. Alluding to the main idea or
lesson learned in a creative way, instead of directly stating the event, will help to improve this text.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•

•
•

The author attempts to include an opening that answers the “who,” “what,” “where,” “when,” and “why” questions;
however, he/she does not use a hooking strategy to capture the reader’s attention. The author also combines
his/her opening with details of the first events (e.g., playing Lego) which should be the beginning of a second
paragraph.
The details of the text are ordered logically. However, the transitions from one detail to the next are often choppy.
The author includes a closing paragraph that reflects on the day and begins to allude to the lesson learned (e.g.,
the author was sad to go home, but realises the positive aspect of getting to spend time with friends/family).
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•
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The author uses a combination of simple, generic linking words and simple linking phrases to show the passing
of time and to attempt to connect events (e.g., “eventually,” “next,” “then,” “later that day,” “after that,” and “at the
end”). The author is beginning to use some original and longer linking phrases (e.g., “when we got there”).
The author attempts to use indented paragraphs and is beginning to show an understanding of when to change
paragraphs; however, paragraph changes are inconsistent and could be grouped more effectively.

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in full sentences; however, not all sentences are structured appropriately. The
author attempts to write a variety of sentences, but a few of the more complex sentences are too long and could
be broken into two or more sentences. Adding some shorter sentences would bring more variety to the author’s
text and have a greater effect on the reader.
The author writes in the past tense accurately on a fairly consistent basis and appropriately changes tenses
when necessary. Some inaccuracies in past tense are evident as the author inserts “had” prior to the verb
(e.g., “had chase”).
The author uses a variety of connectives like “because,” “and,” “but,” “so,” and “while.”

•
•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences
•

The author correctly uses fullstops or exclamation marks at the end of each sentence and where appropriate.
The author relies on fullstops, although the addition of different sentence-ending punctuation will bring more
variety and voice to the text.
The author consistently begins all sentences with capital letters, uses a capital “I” in all instances, and uses
capital letters for all proper nouns (e.g., titles).
The author consistently uses commas to mark simple and complex clauses throughout the text and also when
forming lists.
The author uses quotation marks and attempts to use related punctuation marks correctly.

•
•
•

AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary
•

The author uses a variety of strong adjectives throughout the text (e.g., “hilarious,” “cheerful,” “scary,”
“appealing,” and “clear”). The author also effectively integrates a simile to add voice and a sense of humour
to the text.
The author includes a variety of action verbs, but does not include adverbs.
The author depends on interesting details instead of powerful word choices to energise his/her writing. A few
deliberate attempts to select the most interesting word instead of the first word that comes to mind are evident in
the text, such as “cheerful,” “hilarious,” and “appealing.” However, the aforementioned words are not always the
best fit.

•
•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•
•

The author’s spelling is generally correct throughout the text, but some inaccuracies are evident.
He/she may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall. ll.
AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation

•

Other presentational features of the text type were not required for this writing task.

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 7 – Adding adverbs to the text will help the author progress through Level 4 criteria. After conferencing or
participating in a guided writing session, the author could add four to five adverbs to this particular text.
AF 2 – A more creative title that catches the reader’s attention while also cleverly alluding to the main idea
would improve the overall quality of this author’s writing. The author should be encouraged to use his/her own
creativity, as he/she has demonstrated throughout the text, to brainstorm a title that would be a better fit. The
author should also examine the titles of several mentor texts and discuss with his/her guided reading group
which titles are the most effective.
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Level 4a

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author provides and elaborates upon several ideas that are all related to the event. The opening and initial
details answer the “who” “where,” “what,” “when,” “how,” and “why” questions.
The author’s voice and personality are evident through the use of conventions (e.g., exclamation marks,
exaggeration, sharing feelings, and abundance of details). His/her style is unique compared to how others
writeand his/her individuality shines through.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
•

The author’s tone is lively and amusing throughout the text and is reflective of a conversation, which is
appropriate for a personal recount. He/she interjects animated and exaggerated phrases at particular points for
effect. The author is aware of the audience as he/she aims to entertain with details and personal feelings.
The title directly states the event and is predictable. Alluding to the main idea or lesson learned in a creative way,
instead of directly stating the event, will help to improve this text.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•
•
•

The author uses a basic hooking strategy to get the reader’s attention by asking a question and subsequently
including several sentences of details to set the context of the recount. The opening includes answers to the
“who,” “what,” “where,” “when,” “why,” and “how” questions.
The details of the text are ordered logically and through effective linking phrases and an abundance of detail, the
text transitions from one event to the next smoothly and cohesively.
The author includes a closing paragraph that reflects upon and summarises his/her trip to New York by explaining
his/her favourite memories. Using the idea of looking at pictures to start the closing paragraph is a unique, creative, and effective idea. The author attempts to expand the closing paragraph by including additional events about
giving his/her friends souvenirs; however, the closing should not introduce any new events/ideas.
AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs

•
•
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The author confidently and independently uses several unique and longer linking phrases to show the passing of
time and to connect the events of the day.
The author uses indentations and generally changes paragraphs when appropriate (e.g., after a long time has
passed) with the exception of the setting change after the skating event and when dialogue is used.

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•
•
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in full sentences that are often structured correctly. The author writes a variety
of sentences and is beginning to experiment using short sentences for effect (e.g., “I was so exhausted”).
The author writes in the past tense accurately and with minimal errors, and appropriately changes tenses when
necessary (e.g., dialogue).
The author uses a variety of connectives like “because,” “and,” “but,” and “so.”
AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases,
clauses and sentences

•
•
•
•

The author correctly uses fullstops, exclamation marks, or questions marks at the end of each sentence and
where appropriate.
The author consistently begins all sentences with capital letters, uses a capital “I” in all instances, and uses
capital letters for all proper nouns and acronyms.
The author consistently uses commas to mark most simple and complex clauses throughout the text and also
when forming lists.
The author uses quotation marks and attempts to use related punctuation marks correctly. He/she also uses
reported speech.
AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary

•
•
•

The author uses a variety of strong adjectives throughout the text. The author also attempts some figurative
language to add voice (e.g., “Cheesy as melted cheese”). Text description and a hyperbole (e.g., “I had to cover
up with a million sheets…”) add to a sense of humour.
The author includes a variety of action verbs and is beginning to include some adverbs (e.g., “lazily”).
The author is beginning to energise his/her writing with some powerful and deliberate word choices.
AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling

•
•

Spelling is correct throughout the text.
The author may have referred to classroom resources, such as a word wall. ll.
AF9: Presentation – Handwriting and presentation

•

Other presentational features of the text type were not required for this writing task. .

What’s Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 6/4 – The author needs to review punctuation that is used when writing dialogue. The author should also
improve paragraphing, particularly when changing paragraphs that contain dialogue.
AF 3 – As an attempt to add length to the closing paragraph, the author includes additional detail. New details
should not be introduced in a closing paragraph. This can be addressed through a mini-lesson on closings. The
author can revise the current closing to meet expectations.
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Student Samples
Level 5
Level 5

Assessment Commentary:
AF1: Ideas & Voice – Write imaginative, interesting, and thoughtful texts
•
•

The author’s ideas are specific to the topic and he/she elaborates with relevant and imaginative details. The
details to answer the “who,” “what,” “where,” “when,” “why,” and “how” questions are embedded in the text.
The author’s voice and personality are evident throughout the text. The author has a clearly established
personal style which is evident through several interesting word choices, a variety of sentences, and the way
in which the ideas contained in the text flow smoothly together to effectively hold the reader’s interest. His/her
style is unique compared to how others write and his/her individuality shines through.
AF2: Organisation – Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader, and purpose

•
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The author’s tone is informative and also portrays the emotions associated with each of the life events
described in the biography. The author is aware of the audience as he/she aims to inform the reader of
biographical facts, yet also maintains an entertaining approach to keep the reader attentive.

•

The author was not required to write a title for this task as it was a standardised examination; however, it is
highly recommended that students be provided the opportunity to create and write their own titles that cleverly
and creatively allude to the main idea.
AF3: Organisation – Organise and present whole texts effectively, sequencing and structuring
information, ideas, and events

•

The author creates a sense of suspense in the opening as a hook to effectively catch the reader’s attention,
making them want to continue reading. Direction to the text is also given through the author’s opening.
The details of the text are ordered in a chronological sequence (expected order for a biography); and through
effective linking phrases, paragraph breaks, and an abundance of detail, the text transitions from one event to the
next smoothly and cohesively.
The author includes a closing paragraph that provides information on the current status of the individual which
is appropriate for a biography. However, to fulfill the Level 5 criteria for a closing, the author should write a deep
reflection, which may include a statement of the individual’s importance or impact on the world, and work towards
connecting the closing to the opening.

•
•

AF4: Organisation – Construct paragraphs and use cohesion within and between paragraphs
•

The author confidently and independently uses several extremely unique longer linking phrases to start/within
paragraphs which effectively show the passing of time and connection of life events.
The author uses indented paragraphs and confidently changes paragraphs appropriately.

•

AF5: Sentence Fluency – Vary sentences for clarity, purpose, and effect
•

The author writes his/her thoughts in full sentences which are often structured correctly; however, the author
relies on using simple and compound sentences and should be encouraged to write longer, more complex
sentences. The author does not purposefully or deliberately craft sentences of varying lengths or change word
order to emphasise meaning and affect the reader.
The author writes in the past tense accurately with the exception of one occasion (e.g., “being call”) and changes
tenses when appropriate, including in the closing which is written in the present.
The author is beginning to use complex connectives (e.g., “since,” “even though,” “while”), but can be introduced
to connectives like “however” and “therefore.”

•
•

AF6: Conventions – Write with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases, clauses
and sentences
•

The author correctly uses capital letters where appropriate and fullstops at the end of each sentence; however,
the text lacks a variety of ending punctuation marks. The author effectively uses ellipses, quotation marks to
denote titles of shows and other places where appropriate, and commas in lists and marking clauses.
AF7: Word Choice – Select appropriate and effective vocabulary

•

The author uses a variety of strong adjectives and adverbs throughout the text which create imagery, emotion,
and mood. The author also attempts to use some figurative language to add voice, cohesion, and more
description to the text (e.g., “Tip-toed into the years of 5”).
The author demonstrates strong word choices that are suited to the biography and are deliberately chosen to
have an effect on the reader (e.g., “premiered,” “cultivate,” “tip-toed,” “adored,” “diagnosed,” “fulfilling”).

•

AF8: Conventions – Use correct spelling
•

Spelling is accurate throughout the text, with few exceptions.
AF9: Presentation - Handwriting and presentation

•

Other presentational features of the text type were not required for this writing task; however, including a timeline
and/or subtitles will make the text more advanced.

Where to Next? Identifying Targets for this Student:
•
•

AF 5 - Incorporating a wider variety of sentence structures and lengths will help this student progress through
Level 5. The writer needs to craft longer, more complex sentences whilst making deliberate attempts to change
sentence length, structure, and type and sentence word order to increase the variety within the text.
AF 3 – The author can be encouraged to revise the closing to include a deep reflection of the individual and
connection to the opening.
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